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SGA unveils Executive Board and YAT election results
Number check suggests
failure to reach quorum
by Angela Troth
Associate News Editor

While the SOA unveiled official
election results this week, a recent
compilation of the number of ballots cast by matriculated undergraduate students in the SOA Executive Board election shows that
quorum was not in fact reached.
According to the "C't-book and
the numbers released by the Office
of the Registrar, the SOA Executive Board election was short 32
votes of meeting quorum. Lacking
quorum, the election technically
would be rendered null and void.
Because the position of Young
Alumni Trustee is voted on by only
the senior class, it is a separate
election and the number of ballots
cast was sufficient for quorum.
The "C"-book states that,"Each
position shall have a quorum of
fifty-percent plus one of matriculated undergraduates in order to
consitute a valid election." and that
a failure to achieve quorum shalf

Assembly
mandates
the release
of roll call
case votes
---------by Bruce Herforth
The College Voice

but added that with the high vote
participation ot: senior class. she

graduates.

believed

cause of the number of uncontested

The "en_book states. "All ma-

~J

triculated Return to College Students may participate and vote in
all-campus elections as arranged by
the Public Relations director of the
Student Government Association."
The Office of Continuing Education has on record a total of 114
RTC's, 80 of which are matriculated and eligible to vote.
According to Anne Silva, secretary of the registrar's office, there
are 1,656 matriculated undergraduates, including Return to College students. Anne Whitlatch, Administrative Assistant in ContinuingEducation,said, "It is my understanding that any matriculated undergraduate is eligible to vote in
elections,"
Katrina Sanders, public relations
director, said she came up with the
numbers that had indicated reaching quorum using computer lists
compiled by the Office of Student
Life. These class lists showed a
total of 1.612 matriculated underSanders said she had been concerned about meeting quorum be-

result in running a new election.
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quorwn W'as achieved.
When questioned as to whether

RTC's were included in the liststhe
See Numbers p. 10

relocation of bar to

dorm dining room
Applicants

scramble

to handle change

Blaustein as well as Harkness dining room. Even the possibility of
trailers was discussed, according
to Megan Hughes, Swing Space
Students who had turned in appliCommittee member and house
cations for quiet dorm housing next
senator of Marshall.
year scrambled to get their forms
The final decision regarding the
straightened out when, through the
relocations
was reached by RobVoice Mail messaging system, the
campus was infomned that the bar ert Hampton, dean of the college,
and snack shop were being moved to and Lynn Brooks, vice president
for finance and sent to the campus
the deli, and, as a result, the quiet
via voice mail.
domn was moving to Windham.
One factor in the decision, acThe Cro Snack Shop is to be relocording
to Hampton, was that in
cated to the KB dining room and the
order
for
the present liquor license
Cro BarwiII be found in the Larrabee
to
be
in
effect,
the bar could only
dining room when Cro closes for the
be
moved
within
approximately
completion of renovations.
The Swing Space Committee, a 750 feet from itsoriginaJ location.
But Hampton added that upon
subcommittee of the College Center
Committee, had submiued a list of review of all the alternatives for
the relocation of the bar and snacIt
possible locations for the relocation
shop, "They almost appeared unoftheCro facilities as well as the pros
workable."
and cons to each option.
"It almost boiled down to
Some locations considered for rewhether
or not there would be a
location included Hood Dining
See Wind ...... p. 9
Room and the faculty lounge in
by Rebecca Flynn
Editor \n Chief
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A proposal mandating the release ~
ofthevotesofallJ-Boardrepresen..
tatives in the Board log passed at ~ L_--'--'
Thursday's Assembly meeting.
Assembly mandates Ibe release of Judiciary Board members' votes.

=-"--""=--"'=-~-""'''''''--'---=-=:=J

The proposal was sponsored by
Vin Candelora, assistant to the JBoard chair, and Penny Leisring,
junior class president, and passed
with a vote of 19-0-2.
The legislation allows Board
members to reveal their individual
votes on a case while still maintaining confidentiality. Board rnembers' constituents will be able to
observe the voting actions of Board
members in this way.
Previously, J-Board members
could only discuss thegeneraJ opinions of the Board, rather than being
able to identify the specific opinions of Board members.
Leisring explained that her class
council had brought up the issue of
. reducing confidentiality concerning J-Board decisions. Her class

Crorenovationsforce

council was strongly in support of
publishing roll call votes, so she
decided to sponsor the proposal.
In support of the proposal,
Leisring stated, "It's a way to hold
J-Board representatives more accountable to their constituents."
Leisring added, "The publicized
votes give students something to go
on when the election comes
around."
Candelora agreed on the importanceofbeingabletogaugeaBoard
member's performance, saying, "I
think people want to know how
their J-Board representatives vote
in order to make educated decisions
in the spring."
In reference to the added accountability of J-Board members,
he added.t'Here, we will be defend-

ing ourselves as individuals."
Leisring stated, "I'm happy that
it passed, because it will foster irnportant discussions about the judiciary process."
J-Board representatives
will
now be able to discuss their own
reasoning behind a certain decision
and thus present their emphasis regarding either academic or social
breaches in the Honor Code.
Junior class Judiciary Board representauve, Julie DeGennaro, supported the proposal, stating that
people who take the time to read the
log book would probably approach
their representatives in a consuuctive manner. However, she added,
"J-Board members may be harassed."
See J-Boord P. 11
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VIEWPOINT
3:2 Plan is cited as the blame for
limited offerings for next semester

Relocation woes
After IJlOIlths of dIsalssIng, reviewing, and haggling over

potential ~

for the temporary relocation of the campus
bar and lIlack shop, the heads of tbe College Center
Committee readied a decision this week.
The blinking red Ught to indicate the voice mail
announcement
seemed Innocuous enough; indeed, the
decision In and of itself makes sense. The basty and
complicated manner in which the decision was bandied and
annotmeed, ltolI'ever. left much to be desired.
With Uttle f~f8re and a simple message to Ill/using "
applkants, administrators W1vq1edr.arrabeedoqpifory
the newllome.fOr tile bar om year
a

.JYith
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Letter 10 the Voice:
In the past week,l have seen two
things that have angered and frustrated me, as well as many of my
peers. The first item is the meager
course offerings listed in the preregistration course listing. and the
second is The College Voice's inability 10 offer an unbiased view in
the "Special Election Issue."
Beginning with my first gripe, I
must say that as an economics major, I am more than a liuIe displeased with my options for this
coming fall. As I will be a senior,
my options are limited mostly to
advanced level courses.
Most of
the courses offered for the fall I
have already taken. And the ones
that I want to take aren't being offered. I can almost hear the violins
now, but I assure you, I am not
alone. I have heard many others
complain of the same thing, especially government and economics
majors. Why aren't more courses
being offered?
I would have to say the 3:2 program is the culprit.
It should be

d!~iD~!7"~m.r!t\!&'
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given considerable attention by all
who feel cheated by not getting the
course offerings they want. If there
were to be more course offerings,
there may be less problems with
class overcrowding.
Given more
options, students would not be limited 10 so few classes and class size
would be smaller. A change is in
order, President Gaudiani.
My second reason for this letter
is to address The College Voice's
"Recommendation"
section of the
last issue.
I understand
that all
papers have certain biases and it is
often attempted to rub them off on
the readers.
That is all fine and
good.
But there is no way such
straight-forward
biases should be
thrust upon the student body. Not
only is it unfair to the candidates
not lucky enough to be chosen by
"the staff," it is also inappropriate
to show support for the write-in
candidates.
I also believe the recommendation
sec lion is demeaning to all students. Why do we, as
students, need the aid of a recommendation made by a board most

of us don't even know. We should
be trusted to make our own decisions based on unbiased write-ups
on each candidate (those that have
met the criteria to be candidates), as
well as the strength of each of their
platforms.
Furthermore,
how can
we be sure an unbiased write-up of
all the candidates has been offered
when we know that "the staff' isn't
neutral to begin with.
If the Voice would like 10 help the
students, maybe they should offer
recommendations
on how to improve the course offerings problem
created by 3,2. Maybe the Voice
should have a weekly
column
called "Recommendations."
They
can recommend
how to eat a
balanced diet one week, and another week they could recommend
how to budget time wisely.
It
would be great. The Voice "staff'
could get together to recommend
how we should make our decisions.
But personally,
I like to make
decisions on my own.
Sincerely,
David K. Lisle
Class ofl993

Fundisa
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Letter to the Voice:
This letter is in response 10 the
decision
regarding
the students
chosen to participate as teachers for
the FundisaIFunda
program
in
South Africa.
The description asked for sophomores and juniors interested in education to apply for an opportunity to
~ch in South Africa. The descripbon was very clear as 10 what the
job entailed and what would be expectedofthecandidates.
As members of the African American SbJdent population, we are concerned
that out of the two positions available, neither position was filled by
one of African ancestry.
It is imperative that youth of color are presented with positive role models of
their own kind.
Once again the
image of knowledge and success
presented 10 our. people continues
to be white. This is not 10 suggest
that the people of non-African descent cannot be positive role
els, however if there is an opportunity to employ qualified personnel

moo-

of African descent,
be done.
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then it ought to

Today as the South African government is finally moving towards
recognizing black South Africans
as citizens capable of making life
decisions on their own. the image
and role models that this committee
is presenting to our youth is giving
them exactly the opposite message.
Sincerely,
Nla ofUMOJA

MSSC clarifies participation
Letter to the

votce:

I would like to clarify the Minority Student Steering Committee's
involvement with the review of the
Mellon
Institute
for
Multiculturalism
in the Curriculum

(MIMIC).
MSSC agrees with President
Gaudiani that there is a need to
review and evaluate MIMIC'c effectiveness.
President

Gaudiani

stated in her

we recall it was President Gaudiani
who initially asked for our help in
creating a method for the evaluation of MIMIC.
The Committee
agreed to help in any way possible,
but felt that the initiative should
come from the President's office.
MSSC is looking forward to participating in the evaluation process
and is hopeful that programs such
as MIMIC will continue 10 be available 10 the faculty in the future.

letter to the Voice (March 30, 1992)
that she was "delighted that MSSC
has offered to be involved" in the
evaluation process.
However, as

Sincerely,
Mabel Chang, '92
Chair of MSSC

Corrections:
an error.made by The Voice in Chad Marlow's platform. It should
damrunning as a student like yourself- a student who wants the SOA
10 m ak e e a vancemenr of stud'
.
TheSGA Assembly voted 11 sent u1t~rests Its t~ppriority once again."
in Speech Night ("A
hI affi- -210dlsal~0.w write-in candidates 10participate
ssem yw
esoverdeclslonabout
hnigh
. .
"
The College Voice, April 7 1992.)
speec ru tparucrpants,
ha~:~w~

th

CONNTHOUGHT
We're gonna hurl
"Food, Glorious Food"
at The Connecticut
College Magazine

It\l\-wr: .. WHAT
TlI/5

?

NO

J:OEA.

IS

poeml('?, ANYTHING
IN -rHE MAGAZ-IN£?
"'011lING

J-r WON'T
RE6/5-rt1? ON

5 II?, I1ECOMM€f0D wE:
SET 1'itM;€Ii!S ON
,- __
'..::~K
Il-L '~

EVEN

~~~'f
SIMILAR..

THE" iRIc-oROEQ.

The article "Food Glorious
Food" in last month's issue of The

dl d'
prou y isplaying a zesty, piping
hot., .and fully garnished pizza',
Connecucut Cotlege Mogozine has smi I109 dining hall employees
got to be the greatest piece of mass encircling
.
fresh, baked goods
propaganda
since
Lawrence
nestled
in a bask et lined with a
'
01Ivier. energized WWII England
neat Iy pressed blue and white
.
th
WI
hIS.production
of
Henry
V.
In
f
c hec.k ered napkin (dried peppers
act, th IS magazine is turning into a h
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""an~g~l~ng~n"ear"
by), a crew of smi Iing
chefs that would
make any four star
restaurant proud,
and an ornately
Even worse is the mass photo
hand-tooled silver
of the glassy-eyed and brainfork.
When is the last
washed dining hall staff with
time anyone has
their cornucopia of hors
seen a pizza like the
d'oeuvre-lined silver trays
one in that photo,let

tantalizing dessert confections
and other alimentary delights.'

monthy
publication
of
embellishments, half-truths, and
veiled prevarications aimed at
making parents and prospectives
alike drool over the supposed
glories of this hallowed institution.
Parents.

if you are reading

Ibis.

Conn College is swell, but please

note: every evening here is not
commenced with a sunset and a
crew boat drifting serenly down the
Thames; every day is not marked
by a fiery explosion of autumn's
foliage; most of us don't play one
varsity sport, letalone three; plenty
of us get fairly mediocre grades;
and the food here sucks.
As with all propaganda, the most
striking aspect of last month's
"Food Glorious Food" article was
it's photographs - including the
following
noteworthy
shots:
smiling dining hall employees

III(

J

alone one served on

a
bread-board
instead of a cookie
sheet? Even worse
is the mass photo of
the glassy-eyed and
brain-washed
dining hall staff with their
cornucopia ol hors d'oeuvre-lined
silver trays, tantalizing dessert
confections, and other alimentary
delights, We suspect this photo
was taken either in the kitchen of
The Lighthouse Inn. or else it was
doctored using
the
same

technology develpoed by 3M for
lhe movie "Terminator 2."
As if the photos weren't enough,
the article points out that
complaining about school food is a
time honored tradition; implying
that there is no legitimate basis for
disgruntlement here. We quote,
"[Over the years] what haven't
changed are students' vociferous,
and often negative, opinions of
school meals. In my day it was
yellow gravy and mystery meat;
today, it's the skimpiness of the
salad bar." First of all, attitudes

Graphic

haven't changed because the
yellow gravy and mystery meat are
STILL HERE, along with a host of
new. pioneering advances in what
Jon Bock accurately deemed
Usub~tandard slop." Secondly, we
didn t bear ~yone complaining
~

oth~ night. during the Italian
In ~s.
TlJirdly. who
complains about the salad bar?
dinner

That is about the only thing !hat's
not breaded and deep-fried in
Harris.
And finally, if we're
complaining only for the sake of
complaining, why do Domino's,
Fortune Cookie, and Taco Bellreap
multi-million dollar profits from
Conn College students?
It is interesting to note that the
article attributed Conn's success in
the science
of mass food
preparation to the "personal touch"
of employees who use "recipes that
are several generations old." OK,

b'J Kath'J B wrtUtte

that's partly true. Yes, they do
personally touch our food. But it's
the food itself that is several
generations old, not the recipe.
DirectorofDiningServicesMatl
Fay saidin the article,"Food is \he
most \ibeTa\ ot ans. It's 'Part
biology.
psychology.

p~rt

part

s.nur physics.

e~onomlcs,

anyway?).
And the dining hall
employees are a great bunch of
folks who are sure as heck doing a
dandy job. But our frustration at
the sub-par quality of Harris
cuisine is only exacerbatedby the
gross m\ste'Ptesen\at\on af. aut
part
daily meals
the J

anU'uvpology.

calchfng~o:,~~OSSY.

part cultural

atveretty, and part art. all
personally
assimilated
and
interpreted."
Of course Fay's
personal interpretation of his daily
output relies more heavily on the
biology and physics diciplines, as
evidenced by concoctions such as
shepherd's pie (no, it's not a
dessert). Fay also neglected It>
mention the other liberal arts
diciplines
used in his food
preparation
such as zoology,
religious studies (Last Rites),
physical education (sprinting to the
bathroom), and human ecology
(reverse peristalsis and chronic
flatulence).
All is not lost in the dining halls
though. The Deli is the best thing
most of us have going at Conn right
now (where were the Marion's and
their daily works of art in the article

eye-

Co/lege A:#"aganne. W~e;;'

responsjble.pJcascdon·linsull

intelligenceany longer. U YOU?;:
goingtoputoutaraglikethal,send
it to the parents and prospectives it
aimstoarouseandkeepitoutofour
mailboxes.
There are three things that every
student
at
Conn
would
acknowledge as a cosmic truth
right now: I) The Connecticllt
College Magazine is about as
realistic as a TV sit-com 2) no
graduate of this school has a
snowball's chance in hell of getting
a well-paying job in the private
sector and 3) the food here is
revolting. We're gonna hurl.
DoIlbyGl ....
c .... of 1993
.nd
Rob LeoIZ
ausof
1994

---

wE'RE ~ERl TO
S"TVD'llllE OLONE.
HOW DOtS

rr LOOK?

The College Voice

A8O<IT TIlE SAME,
EX<.EI'T >oR lW\T

IIOLE WE IlURIltD IN IT
ON lIIf WAY UP...
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FEATURES
Conn students attend
D.C. pro-choice rally

isselaBok
peaks on
niversal
alues
Ai

I

On Sunday, April 5, approximately half a million people met in
Washington, D.C. 10 march for a
woman's right 10 choose. In this
massive crowd were sixteen students from Conn, who had traveled
down the night before to show their
support. Suzanne Blezard, one of
the demonstralOrs, described the
event as, "a very intense, emotionally charged experience."
The march, which ran from the
White House to the Mall, was
meant 10demonstrate the strength
of pro-choice advocates. It took
place at a time when the right 10
choose seems 10be in more danger
than it has been since Roe vs. Wade
was decided in 1973.
The Supreme Court meets on
April 22 to hear arguments on a
Pennsylvania law seeking to limit a
woman's
access to abortion.
Members of both sides of the
abortion issue believe the case has
the potential to overturn the landmark decision.
In addition to protesting such restrictions, marchers were also asserting the power of women in an
election year.[New York Times,
April 6]
B\ezardexplaincd that the march

.,.,..,.-3

'pO ,. ....

by Yvonne Watkins
Features Editor

EdJIGr

really

Preliminary racial & ethnic differences
survey findings reveal disturbing results
by Chrlstl Sprunger
The College Volce

HIt's not haIlPY news," noted
leUerson Singer. assistant protessor of 'PSychology, in regards to the
pre\iminary findings of the study he

conducted on memories of Racial
and Ethnic difference.
In November of 1991, Singer,
senior Abbey Tyson, and Judy
Kirmmse,executiveassistanttothe
president, distributed approximately 2000 surveys 10 the Connecticut College community in an
effort 10 investigate how people
first come 10understand racial and
ethnic difference.
The surveys asked for participants' earliest experience of racial
or ethnic differences. They were
then asked 10rate their memories in
terms of the emotions experienced
and their vividness, and irnportance. The survey also asked how
the memory affected one's selfimage.!n a forum in Bill Hall on
April 8, Singer presented the prelirninary findings.
Freshman Tara Woodward entered the room and told the
audiencehow she had been bussed
from inner Boston 10 one of the
predominantly white suburbs for
school. She acted out a mcmory of
feeling alone, siting at an empty
table at lunch and trying 10look as
inconspicuous as possible, while
peoplestared. Shespokeoffeeling
"like a black spot on a white piece
of paper, a huge piece of paper."

Heather Mischer joined her. She facto segregation, which exists because of the way our society is orgaspoke of wondering what her
friends would think, yet wanting 10 nized economically and socially.
sit with this new girl anyway.
Singer spoke of memories he'd
The performance of these two read where students learned about
memories created a stirring intropeople of color through "the one in
duetion to Singer's presentation.
school," domestic workers, trips.or
Singer began by stating that the programs where a student of color
bottom line in his findings about visits the country for a summer.
the separation of racial and ethnic
These memories distanced whites
groups is about the confusion
from people of color, said Singer.
people feel because different
He then addressed memories
groups often live separately.
about ethnic groups. He said there
Singer compared the demowere memories of English people
graphics of the Connecticut Colhating the Irish, Catholics hating
lege community 10the demographJewish, and Latinos hating African
ics of the study sample, stating,
Americans; 10name a few. He also
"These statistics are compelling
mentioned whites thai had felt
enough 10 say that there is some prejudice against themselves. "You
overlap between the two." Two can't just assume that if they are
hundredandfonysubjectsretumed
white, they have had a dominant
surveys. "I think it was a reasonmajority experience," said Singer.
ably good return," said Singer.
Singer lastly referred 10 the role
The first areaSinger spoke about
of parents in the survey of memowas the concept of difference. He ries last. According to Singer there
mentioned he had looked at a were at least 12 10 15 memories of
numberofsurveysthatrecordedthe
prejudice by grandparents. He ennoticing of physical differences for couraged parents to acknowledge
the first timein memories. Some of differences for their children.
the memories wcre of white stu- " Singer concluded by saying,
dents noticing people of color and
These memories galvanize an atwondering if they would bleed red.
titude in the individual." He added
OthCIS wondered about smell dif- that differences are not good or bad,
fering with differing shades of they often get confounded with
color, noted Singer.
"beuer and worse." "Wonder and
ThenextlOpicofSinger'slecture
surprise ... I think we need 10work
was segregation. He said that be- on and ack now ledge," he said.
cause the subjects were of various
In talking with students after
ages there were some memories of Singer remarked, "I really believ~
what he termed "Institutional Raethai we're destroying the country
ism." More memories dealt with de by not addressing these issues."

The Colkge Voice April 14, 1992 Page 4

sharpened

her belief Lhat,

"It's not right that a 98% male
congress
has power over a
woman's issue." She hopes that the
upcoming elections will result in a
more equal balance. As Patricia
Ireland, president of the National
Organization for Women, declared
in an interview with the Times on
April 6, "The reality is thai we're
tired of begging men in power for
our rights. If the courts won't protect them, then Congress has got 10
enact laws to protect a woman's
rights. And if Congress doesn't,
then we're going to elect prochoice women to Congress." [ New
York Times, April 6]

The
consensus
of
the
Conncctocut College demonstra.
tors interviewed is that the march
probably isn 't going 10affect President Bush's or Congress' attitudes.
However, freshamn Freya Wormus
stated, "I don't think Bush is going
to see this and change his mind or
anything. . . one thing [accomplished] is that it really showed
politicians that a whole lot of
people are concerned."
As Deborah McKenna said,
"You can't
ignore 750,000
people." According 10 the Times,
actual numbers
lie between
500,000, the estimate given by local police, and 700,000, according
to rally organizers.
However, all observers agree
Sunday's march was the largest
abortion rally ever, and one of the
largest rallies in the capitol's history.
Speakers of the day included
Geraldine Ferraro, Bella Abzug,
former New York congresswoman,
Peter, Paul, and Mary, Jane Fonda,
and pro-choice candidates running
in the upcoming elections. Presidential candidates Jerry Brown and
Bill Clinton marched in the rally, as
well as Paul Tsongas. President
Bush was out of town, resting at the
retreat in Camp David.
The highlight of the day for
Conn's marchers was simply being
a pan of the event. As Wormus
explained,"Being with so many
people who believe in the same
cause." For McKenna, whu also
attended the 1989 rally, the high
point was, "just seeing how many
people showed up," especially the
number of men who came to support the cause.
McKenna said her biggest disappointment was the number of Conn
students who auended the march.
She compared Conn's 16 students
to the "five busloads" sent by
Wesleyan. McKenna
said she
wasn't sure if the low turnout was
due 10apathy or poor publicity.
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FEATURES
Holocaust survivor
describes her life
duringWWII
Betty Knoop, a Holocaust survivor, spoke to a packed audience of
students and faculty on Thursday
in the Haines Room. The lecture
was the third of SAC's "Listen and
Be Heard" series.
Knoop was eight when World
War II broke out. Her family lived
in Amsterdam, where her father
was a textile merchant. Growing
up 10 the thirties, she leda comfortable life. Her life was not overshadowed by the depression; instead
Hitler overpowered her family's
lives.
"It is very difficult to believe that
Iwent through five years of terror,"
Knoop reflected. She said that
there were 1.5 million children
under the age of fifteen who died
during the Holocaust. "I want to be
sure that those children will not be
forgotten," she said.
Hearing fragments of adult conversation, Knoop "realized that
Hitler was somethingvery danger-

Dutch Nazi police came to the
house. Knoop described them as
almost polite. 'They came to get
my grandmother and said to us
'Why don't you come with u;
too? ", Knoop, her brother, mother,
and grandmother were taken by
tram to Westerbork, a deportation
camp in Holland, where they
would Slay for two months.
It was here that Knoop's grandmother was separated from the rest
of them. As she was taken away
one night, she told Knoop not to
worry, sbe'd see her the next day.
"There was no next day," said
Knoop. She told the audience to
"give your grandmothers' an extra
kiss."
The four of them were released
on March 14,1943,andtakenback
to Amsterdam. Her father had "basically bought our release," she
said. After doing this, he had only
enough money to save four other
relatives. Her father was faced
with an impossible choice:
his
brother-in-Iaw's
or his sister's
family. He paid for his sister's

oas," Her parents. thought the Jews

fami\:y .'Theo\heJ: {aml.\..,.wastak.en

by Susan Feuer
AssocIlte Features Editor

"The Nlte-Caps" play on Eclipse Weekend XVII

Talent and fashion show
eclipses all prior expectations
by Michelle Fortin
The College Voice

The heavy beat of WCNI's rap
show pounded out into Dana Hall:
all through the packed audience:
people were moving to it. Its lure
was irresistable, as the lure of
Eclipse Weekend XVII's Fashion/
Talent Show.
Eclipse Weekend originally began as the one event the Coast Guard
Academy and Connecticut College
sponsored

for their respeclive

81-

U~S. Theevent has grown toincIude

At 1:30, Maisha Yearwood, rnistress of ceremonies, began the
show, which incorporated a variety
of
Included was the Coast
G acts.
d
uar jazz band ''The Nite Caps"
and a rap/dance called "Put Your
Mind at Ease." From Conn contributions included a monologue
byJay Mabome from Jeff Walker's
The River Nigger andadancepiece
entitled
"Dope Jam:
Short

Montgomery, producer and clothing stylist, the process began about
three months ago. Through letters
an d correspondence, Montgomery
was able to obtain donations from
different vendors and stores, ineluding the GAP, who doesn't usually make such donations. Other
vendors
included
Con tempo
Casuals, Chess King, 1. Riggings,
and Marshall's.

S~~tr~Ok;,e~S~."
..C=h
..oreo~,:gra,"",P.h. ..ed.. b=Y
.. N=iC
..ho=_,:",,=ln~addition to the donations, lbe
.
show featured clothes

~~II's
a chancefor

srudenrs

of color to get to know our
alums"

designed

by A#ontgcHn-

;7:.:'s:d'92~';,n~:/'';,:
logo Mich.
The number of models
had to be limited this
-Janet Cardona
year, explained Cardona
and Montgomery. Out of
las Leichter and performed by the30applicants,only 16 werechoClaire Byrne, Sarah Carlson, and sen.
Rehearsals began, centering on
Valerie Norman.
Success was
the
proper way to walk on a runway
gauged by the reaction of the auand
the correct way to tum. As
dience.
Montgomery
said, "[lt] would have
The main event of the day was the
fashion show appropriately named been funny to [have been] a fly on
"Everything Under the Sun." Ac- the wall," Cardona echoed this,
explaining, "no one took it sericording to sophomore Ernest
ously," at least not until "it came
together Saturday morning."
Eventually fittings were done,
outfits chosen, and the order set.
There were five sections.the Secret
Garden, with a black and white
theme, (which got most of the
audience's encouragement), the
Spring Line, Traditional, (comIf you are a colIege undergraduate, an
posed of clothing contributed by
academically strong high school
various African·American
women
on
campus),
the
Chubb
Rock
secjunior or senior, o~ a qualified adult,
tion, and the finale, formal wear.
send for your free information and
Three hours after it had begun,
"Reaching Back to Pull Forward,"
application to:
Eclipse Weekend XVII's fashion!
talent show was over. Months of
YALE UNIVERSI1Y
work and huge amounts of practice
Yale Summer and Special Programs
time had finally clicked into "prob246 Church Street Suite 101
ably the best [show] seen," as
New Haven, CT 06510-1722
Montgomery overbeard an anonymous alum tell a companion. As
Phone (203) 432-2430
Cardona stated, "[We all felt] well
rewarded at the end, but . . . also
really drained. I got to know people
I hadn't really known before on a
different level ... a positive experience." Montgomery agreed, saying
"[we] did become a family back

prospecti ve Conn students and
Coast Guard Academy cadets. But
Eclipse Weekend is a tradition
which always has the same underlying ideal-"a chance for students
of color to get to know our alums,"
said junior Janet Cardona, one of
three stage managers this year. The
energy and enthusiasm could almost be seen as the crowd of
prospectives, Conn students, Coast
Guard cadets, friends, and family
eagerly awaited the dimming of the
lights, signaling the beginning of
the show.

there,"

had a haven in Holland. Her father
had heard I-Yder~m

thought

him a madman.

.l9.3.2.-d

He would

not allow Gennan products in their
home.

to Auschwitz
kilJed.
AI
Lhe

where they.

saine

Amsterdam Jews

L~l7Ie.

Wen!'

Forced

ere
.the
10

move to the ghetloarea of the city.
In June, Knoop and her family

From September 1939 until May
moved there. By September, "the
of the following year, there "was a
Germans really invaded" and the
feeling of dread hanging over us,"
Knoop recalled. It was on May 10, family was again sent to
Westerbork. Her father, who had
1940 that the Germans took over
been thrown in an Amsterdam jail,
Holland. A few days later, she said,
was informed that his wife and
"I realized the fear of an occupachildren would be sent to Bergention, the fear of the Germans."
Belsen without him. Somebow, he
Many people, including herfammanaged to follow them.
ily, tried to get to coastal towns in
Of the camp, she says, "Unbeorderto leave Holland for England.
lievable. Unimaginable. Whatever
She recalled seeing the lines of cars
you've seen, it's true." The first
of all the people trying to escape.
thing
Knoop noticed about it was
By the evening, her family gave up
its
size;
it was enormous.
and went home. Holland had been
The
audience
may have been
bombed that day, and as her family
surprised
to
hear
that
"the days in
drove home they saw steel mills on
the camp brought the same mofire.
notony." Knoop described the
The Jews of Amsterdam were
daily
roll calls. The worse the
not immediately rounded up and
weather,
in summer or winter, the
sent to concentration camps. Inlonger
the
prisoners were forced to
stead, "very slowly the noose
stand.
There
was no keeping track
tightened around our necks,"
of
the
days
in
the camp. The only
Knoop explained. In October,
indications of the passing of time
1940 all Jews in the Civil Service
were the changing seasons, rehad to leave their jobs; on October
minding the prisoners of their pre22 all Jewish businesses had to be
vious lives.
registered.
To conclude her lecture, Knoop
Soon after that, all Jews were
declared,
"We have been left with
required to wear yellow SlaTS of
responsibilities
... Never to forget
David on their clothing. The audithe
victims.
The
lessons are not
ence was given the opponunity to
guilt
or
apology
or
remorse. They
see the actual one, as Knoop had a
are
the
understanding
that this
framed Star that she passed around.
must
never
happen
again."
Despite the oppression of the

Nazis, "our parents were phenomenal", she says. Her parents found
a Jewish piano teacher for Knoop
when her Christian teacher was
forbidden to give lessons to her.
They wanted their children's lives
to remain as normal as possible.
But on January 18, 1943 the
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GEl $500 To USE As CASH BACKOR A DOWN PAYMENT.
PLUS PRE-ApPROVED CREDIT fOR QUALIfiED (OLLEGE GRADUATES.
There are plenty of great opportunities out
there for college graduates. But when it comes to
buying a new car, you won't get a better opportunity than at your New England Ford Dealers.
Because your Ford Dealers offer you 5 of
America's top 10best-selling vehicles" Plus, if you
graduate between October 1, 1990 and December
3L 1992, they also offer you the Ford College
Graduate Purchase Program.

All 4-year college grads, grad school graduates
and grad school students are eligible for $500 cash
back and pre-approved credit on almost every 1991,
'92, and '93 Ford car and light truck in stock. And
to make buying a new Ford even easier, they will
show you other special incentives that may apply.
So hurry to your New England Ford Dealers.
Because this opporturiity won't knock for long.
For more information call: 1-800-321-1536.

N.mhmjD
FORD

DEALERS

'Based on 1991 calendar year sales. Additional Ford vehicles not pictured but included in this program are Crown Victoria, Econoline and Club Wagon.
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FEATURES
Sea semester
proves to be
smooth sailing for three juniors

•

by Susan Feuer

Assodue Felltures Editor

...

Debbie Mlbalko speaks about the Iragedy of SIDS

Mihalko presents
gripping tale of SIDS
by Kristen Lennon
The College Voice

Seven

thousand

seemingly

healthy American infants die sud-

SIDS, a recent study conducted by
the National Institute of Child
Health and Human Development
discovered

certain characteristics

which some 'of the SIDS babies

denly and unexpectedly each year

studied had in conunOD.

of a disease for which there are
neither any warning signs nor treatments.
Sudden Infant Death Syndrome
is a mysterious killer that strikes
one in every five hundred infants
between the ages of one month and
one year, leaving parents and doctors grief stricken and confused.
On Wednesday, April I, Community Outreach Opportunity
League sponsored a Fireside Fo-

who died from SIDS were more
likely to have been born toa woman

rum in Freeman livingroom on this

Infants

under twenty, who smoked during
pregnancy, who did not have adequate prenatal car, who had poor
weight gain during pregnancy; who
used drugs, who contracted a Sexually Transmitted Disease, or who
had a urinary tract infection.
However, this study is by no
means a way to predict which
children SIDS will affect. Many
children, like Mihalko's daughter,
without having any of the supposed
risk factors, die of SIDS every year.
Parents of SIDS victims often
feel responsible for the death of
their children. They believe that
they should have been able to do
something to prevent the tragedy,
or that there must have been
something they did to cause it.
Beyond an innate sense of guilt,
SIDS parents are often suspected of
wrong doing by those members of
the community and medical staff
who are unfamiliar with the SIDS

For many juniors who have been
away, the first day back to Connecticut College can feel like culture shock. When Mike Carson
Travis Connors
and Chri;
McGuire went to Harris the first
night after winter break, they sat
with their backs to everyone else in
the room. The three juniors had
participated in the Sea Semester
program and had gotten used to
living with a small group of people.
Sea Semester is a twel ve week
program run by the Sea Education
Association, which consists of a
land component followed by a sea
component.
Students
at
Connencticut
College receive
credit for the program through
Boston University, although the
program is not affiliated with BU.
The shore component is spent at
Woods Hole, Massachusetts and
lasts for six weeks. The next half is
spent on one of two boats the
Corwith Cramer or the Weso:.ard.
There were thiny-seven
stuchild's parents believed that this
was not an adequate explanation
for the death of their son, and it was
through their efforts, and those of
other determined parents that the

dents who participated in the program last fall. Nineteen of them
including Connors and McGuire'
'
sailed on the Corwith Cramer. The
other eighteen, of which Carson was

day later.

one, went on the Westward. Scien-

I

tists, sailors and crew

members

rna d e up the rest of the people
aboard the vessels.
While in Woods Hole, the students look three classes: Oceanography, Maritime Studies and Nautical Science. "It's like a semester of
.
wor k In six weeks," said McGuire.
Th ere are th ree hour-long classes in
the morning and labs in the after-

The Corwith Cramer sailed
south from St. Thomas to the Ven~zuelan Coast and spent three days
In Bonaire, an island of the Netherands Antilles. The vessel sailed
back up north to the Eastern Coast
of the Dominican Republic. They
stayed at Pueno Plata for three
days, including Christmas. The last
two weeks of the passage were
spent meandering up the Bahama
Island Chain. The crew disembarked in Miami on January 7.
The Westward sailed southeast
along the Antilles Island Chain 10-

noon. All of the thirty seven students take the same classes. The ward a group of deserted islands
hi f
.
calledtheTobagoCays. From there
erne scientists leach Oceanograth
phy; the captains teach Nautical
e vessel sailed west along the
.
Venezuelan coast, then cut northS cience, a course on navigation.
The people who teach Maritime
westlOwards Jamaica. After a ten
Studies are graduate students or sci- day lrip north through the Yucatan
Straights the vessel entered the
entists conducting independent
Gulf of Mexico and arrived in MI'studies.
ami on Ianuary 6.
Approximately a third of the stuWhile at sea, the crew worked
dents on the program were oceanand sailed
24 h ours a da y. Th e stu~
ography or zoology majors, the rest dents were divided into watches'
had
thoirdofthestudentsareoneach
'
one a diverse range of maj ors.
C arson and Connors are economics
watch, which is consistent for the
majors, while McGuire is an Ieng th of the passage. At any time
American History major. Although
one third of the ship's complement
a strong background in science is is up on the deck working.
nOlderequired~
itis recommendedthat
The men foundoutthe,' r ......,....l..~
stu nts have taken one \ab science
'"'.."""I.~
~SIPm.elhey_f~lIVkh
a
day be{~ \hey em~ed on \be
,

Sudden
bI£anl: ~
s~''';''
Foundation was established. This
foundation, which was me rust of

many of its kind, has been snuggling for over twenty-five years
now 10 understand SIOS, and to
help those families who have been
affected by it.
Mihalko and her colleagues are
now touring the country in an effort to raise public awareness of
SIOS, and to encourage people to
donate to SIDS research. Along
. with public seminars, like this one
given at Conn, the SIOS Alliance,
which is a nationwide conglomerate of SIDS organizations, held
their first annual Red Nose Day
USA on April 3. Nationwide,
SIOS organizations sold red noses,
nose shape hood ornaments, and
buttons to raise money for SIOS
research. Mihalko and the SIOS
Alliance hope that through research, future infants and parents
of the will be relieved of the burden
of Sudden Infant Death Syndrome.

the scient:irlC process.

M'J'Ji"1e

IlL sea.

~

"'77.Iro:o'?,"

~

-.,~

all .students
~t ho W 'Iy
~ ex~
I/O
and completed a researc:h~ fiaurP
-0-eacll gzoup would
pro~t
presented the results to support each other. "says McGuire.
theIr reachers and fellow students.
Connors believes that "they did an
The students emphasized lIIat amazing job malChing people up."
participants need not have sailing "We had an incredibly
light

experience. They guessed thatabout
a third of the students had done
some sailing, but noted that one girl
from the Mid-West had never seen
the ocean before arriving at Woods
Hole.
Al1threeConn students had sailed
in the past. Connors and Carson
grew up sailing and racing small
boats at a Cape Cod yacht club and
McGuire had sailed "pretty extensively, but never on a six week
passage before," he said.
Aftercompleting the land component the students flew to St. Thomas, where both boats were docked.
The Westward, a 125 fool topsail
schooner, left for the passage on
November
26. The Corwith
Cramer, a 134 foot brigantine, left a

watch," adds McGuire. Each watch
consisted of six students, one scientist and one mate.
The vessels operated on the
Swedish watch system, which
means there are three night watches
of four hours and two day watches
lasting six hours. The vessels were
cleaned every morning after breakfast by the watch getting off duty.
The students learned new things
on every watch. "You just learn all
the time. You come off your watch
knowing more than you did when
you came on," says McGuire. They
all agree, "Everything that's irnportantto you on land isn't tmportantat
sea. Things you never think are
Important on land are everything,
like the weather."

puzzling disease. Debbie Mihalko,
Director of SIDS of Southeastern
Connecticut, gave the seminar, offering her personal experience to
illustrate the tragedy ofSIDS. Two
years ago, Mihalko lost her thirtyeight day old daughter, Margaret
Joy, to SIDS.
Mihalko woke up one morning to
a forebodingly quiet house to fmd
her child in her crib, not breathing.
An ambulance was called, and
"
Margaret Joy was immediately
rushed to Lawrence Hospital, alphenomenon.
In one instance. a
though Mihalko knew that nothing
family of three- mother, father, and
could be done for her daughter.
three year old boy-were taken in by
"SIDS is not predictable and not
the authorities. The young boy was
preventable," said Mihalko. To ilseparated from his parents, interlustrate the random natureofSIDS,
rogated, and nude pictures were
she quipped that SIDS does not
taken in an effort to find evidence of
discriminate on the basis of race,
child abuse. No evidence was
gender or economic standing. It is
found. "It's hard to explain to some ~
not linked with child abuse, neof the neighbors, 'No, I never did ~
glect, or deviant behavior on the
anything to hurl my baby."
~
part of the parents. The child does
Mihalko explained.
;::
not appear to be ill, and exhibits no
There have been innumerable .~
discernable symptoms.
instances of mysterious infant ~
A common scenario is that the
deaths. One of these such instances ~e
parents put a happy, healthy child
occurred in October, 1958, when ~
down for a nap or for the evening,
Mark Addison Roe of Greenwich, .:;
and the child never wakes up.
Connecticut, die,d suddenly of '%
Although there is currenuy no
"acule bron'chial pneumonia." The .... Juniors Mike Carson, Travis Connors and Chris McGuire spent last semester at sea.
way of anticipating or prevenling

L-:------'''''''~'''''~==''='''==
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NEWS
Summer research stipend
offered to Sykes Scholars
Academic
and Administrative
Cabinets and was pol into effect by
the decision of Claire Gaudiani,
presidenl
of the college.
ConneaicUI College has just inThe
Sykes
Scholar progrnm has
suuned a new program through
been
criticized
as being elitist and
which the incoming wave of Sykes
creating
a
division
within the
Scholars can elecl to have the college pay them $2,000 forassisting a school.
"StudenlS should have been conprofessor in summer research.
sulted
as to whether they would
A IeItet has been sent to mcomsupport this initiative
or not, especially because they have nuby ........
.,,~IoCloId

'Students should have been
consulted as to whether they
would support this initiative or
not, especially because they have
numerous complaints about the
Sykes Scholar Program.'

merous complaints

the Sykes Scholars program."
Said Mauhews,
"As Sykes
Scholars we are offering you the
opportunity to do a paid internship."
.
Those who participate in thIS program would live on campus for the
summer as a research assistanl foe a
professor, most likely one in the
field of their major.
Tracy Cashman, chair of the Education Advisory Board and a Sykes
Scholar, expressed her belief that
because Sykes Scholars are se-

lected on a "narrow" basis, the
about
the
Sykes
money for internships should be ofScholars
program.
fered to Ihe campus atlarge.
There are other aca"The more I've come 10 find out
demic initiatives that
about [the Sykes Scholar Program],
merit higher priority
the more it seems to be a stupid
in 'strengthen[ing]
distinction," said Cashman.
Acthe academic
recording to Cashman, Sykes Scholsources and intellec- Ratiya Ruangsuwana
tual oppurtunities of ars are selected mainly on the basis
of SA T scores as well as high shcool
Chair of Academic Affairs
the college:"
staled
performance
and thaI "does~ 'I
Raliya
seem
10
qualify
them to do an mRuangsuwana,
chair
ternship
over
everyone
else."
ing Sykes Scholars describing the 'of Academic Affairs, ending with a
According
to
Frederick
Paxton,
citation from the Strategic Plan.
oppurtunity 10them. The program
director
of
the
Sykes
Scholars
proAccording Matthews, the prowas the brainchild of the Admisgram
and
associate
professor
of
gram.to
be
instituted
with
the
class
sions department.
According ID
of '96. w\\\ go into effect the sum- History. in an institution in which
C\a\Ie Mauhe:w'S.. dean of admisS\ot\S.. \he adm\ssWns lk-partment
l71Adea rcccomendsuon
10 the joint

met: Q{ \helt sopoomote or junior
year and is designed 10 "enhance

Windham becomes

quiet
dormitory for next year
C011lilt.~dfrom P. J

bar on campus,"

said Hampton,
explaining that the Stale Liquor
Commission would have to grant
permisslon for a new location.
Other stipulations that had ID be
mel {or the relocation ID be possible
were acess to public bathroom,
which Larrabbee has near the front
door, andf access to the bar itself
which can be reached by going in
the back door to theLarrabee dining

area.
Daphne Williams, Associate Director of Student Life, said that the
relocation of Ihe bar was Ihe cataIyst for the move of the quiet dorm.
"I'm perfectly aware how popuIarWindharn is," said Williams, but
"It was the only place I could accommodate quiet housing."
According
to
Williams,
Windham has 68 singles as opposed 10Larrabbee' s 78, and therefore "We're
down about ten
upperclass students."
Williamssaid that there had been
Over one hundred applications for
quiet housing for next year, and the
great majorily were upperclass studenIS, so the fourth floor of Smith
will remain a quiet floor.
Williams explained that finding
quiet housing space was a definite
priority. "I can't see lurning someone away from quiet housing."
John
Roesser,
senator
of
Larrabbee, said quiet dorm residents will probably be happier living in Windham.

TIu! Co/lege Voice Apri/14,

According
10
Roesser,
Larrabbee was "not a donn that's
conducive to a sense of quiet donn
community."
Problems he cited
with Larrabbee included students
having ID ask permission ID hold
events on Larrabbee Green.
Roesser said living in a larger
dorm has been a challenge for

quiet dorm residents because
"lhere definitely has been differences of opinion in what a quiet
donn should be."
Some freshmen, according to
Roesser, were placed in Larrabbee
this year who didn't want to be
there, while "other people expect a
quiet dorm to be a library."
According
to Roesser,
the
Windham House Council will
have to get the donn together next
year 10 "work on a definition of a
quiet donn as soon as they get

there."
Both Hughes and Roesser expressed discontent that students
were not consulted hefore a final

decision was made.
"I think that shows a total lack of
respect for the sludent body and for
sludent
governmenl,"
said
Roesser.
According to Hampton, the deciding factor in making the decision with such rapidity was ..time. OJ
According
to Hamplon,
although "We cenainly dido 't mean
to exclude anyone" many studenlS
would be affected by the decision
and "lottery was coming."
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..ev eryone is constantly being
eva1ua~'" on the basis ot perfor-

mance, "It doesn't make a whole lot
of sense to worry about elitism."
According
10 Matthews
the
Sykes Scholar
program
is an
"honor" and is "meant to recognize
excellence."
Gaudiani said, "The Sykes program is areward for excellence, and
the college is in the business of
creating an opportunity for strong
students to have a strong education."
She added, "It creates a way of
saying ID the 'outside communny
that Connecticut College recognizes excellence."
MaUhews and Paxton both view
the new program as an incentive for
accepted Sykes Scholars to come to
Connecticul College.
"We want to bring more of the
very top students to Connecticut
College," said Matthews.
Paxton termed the program a
potential "recruiting tool."
Connecticut College, as stated in
a Financial
Aid Policy Study
Committee recommendation to the
Board ofTrustees, makes it a policy
to not offer merit scholarships.
Matthews said the $2,000 stipend
is not a merit scholarship.
"A merit scholarship is money
just given to people. This is not
money just given to people," said
MaUhews, who added that the stipend is a "salary."
PaxlDn said, "To be a scholarship
il would have to be able to be applied to the actualUlition and fees."
Kathy Kerr, chair of the Chern isLey Advisory Board, expressed her
belief that al a meeting of the Board
of Advisory Chairs, Ihe Board
leaned in the direction of having the
internship money and oppurtunily

be available to the whole campus.
Kerr did express approval of the
idea of -a paid research assistant
internship JlSeJf, however.

Said Matthews of the internship
program, "I think [the internship]
would be appealing to someone
who is interested in a career in the
professorate."
Paxton said the program offers
an "inside view into the professionallife of the faculty."
Because the students salary
would be paid by the college, added
Paxton, "It's a nice deal for the
faculty too."
According 10Matthews.the college intends to raise money for the
program
through
"general

CONN

fundraising,"
including making
proposals to foundations.
"lIS in the hands of the development office" said Matthews.
The new Sykes Scholars have
already received a letter explaining the program to them. Paxton
said he learned of the program's
institution through one such letter,
According to Paxton, a Sykes
Scholar currentl y enrolled al the
college has a sister who, after being accepted hath into Connecticul
College and into the Sykes Scholar
program, told this student about
the internship opportunity.
"She carne to me and asked me
if I knew anything and I didn't.
It was a surprise to me," he said.

~l'UDlBNl'S

CROSSROADS
MINI-STORAGE

WffjjhL
SUMMER STORAGE
5x5 for $50
5xlO for $100

~~~r;;dl~ll~
ASK FOR BUD
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Vandalism harms
College Center
with the way Cro was before demolition. "They are going to find it is

by Carl Lewis
News Editor

not that way now."

Stuart Angell, director of Campus Safety explained, "The building has holes in the /loor where
stairs are being put in."
"It is very disorienting," said
George. Hoffman emphasized the
need for students to understand the
risks they would be presented with
upon entering the building illeII "
ga y. We'd like to create an
awareness," he said.

Several incidents of vandalism at
the. site of the College Center

Project have been reported since
the renovations began.
Since February 28, Campus
Safety has been alerted 10 cases of
people breaking into Cro, and also
to several cases of vandalism 10 the
trailer behind the building.
The trailer has been ser up behind
Cro to. house offices during the
pathway

and a plastic-covered
has been constructed to
the trailer to the main

j

find the people responsible for each ~
incident, according 10 Angell. He
said the vandals will be difficult 10 il
locate, since they could be anyone ....Because of vandalism
from the campus or from the com-

building.
On February 28, it was reported
to Campus Safety that vandals had

========
;:~;e:~;:~;r:~:~;nmg~:e
spend money unnecessarily.'
-Ed Hoffman, Director of
Operations

~~~~::::;nSible,"
The
incidents
have caused an in-

crease in security at.
the site. The major'
effortshave been an
attempt to keep
people

out

of

the

construction
area.
"We have to define

the extent of the construction

site."

said George.
At first.a snow fence was used to
enclose the site. According to
George, the fence was unsuccessful
in keeping the site closed.
Recently a chain-link fence was
constructed to prevent access 10 the
site. Already, according to George,
the fence has proven inadequate.
"The chain-link fence has been torn
down in two places," he said.
In addition, the fence has been
extended behind the WCNl trailer
. on the east side of Cro to completely close off the site.
Angell said all feasable methods
for keeping the site c10~ have
been employed. "We have done
about all we can do," he said.
The measures to prevent vandalism and entry to the building have
created an unanticipated cost.
"When we started the project we
were not planning to use a chainlink fence," said George.
Goerge said 300 feet of fence was
required to encircle the site.
The added cost of the fence and
vandalism repairsdetr3Cts from the
amount that can be spent on the rest
of the project. The funds are taken
from the money allocated 10 the
project. "I would rather spend the
money on the facility," he said.
Hoffman agreed, "Damage is
only going to lake money away
from the project," and added, "It's
frustrating 10 spend money unnecessarily."

While he agreed that increased
costs are a major detrimenlal effect
of vandalism, George said, "The
larger issue is the safety of the students,"

8

b

'-~

cain-link fence now surrounds the Ceo construction

slte".=="""

New South Africa teaching
program receives funding

:au,,;w~:eYh:d~'o!n.,dat~k~n~otwi~

'Damage is only going to

attempted to bum the plastic covering. According to Ed Hoffman, director of operations, portions of the
plastic melted, and some of the
wood structure of the pathway had
been charred.
According to Steve George,
manager of Capital Projects, the
fire could have caused severe damage if it had spread to the trailer
itself. "These trailers are easy 10
burn," he said.
In what is believed to be the same
incident, the plastic covering was
also slashed, kicked, and punched,
and the lighting in the pathway was
damaged.
In an incident reponed on March
29, windows on the trailer were
broken, and a metal box on the side
of the trailer was vandalized. "Air
conditioning and heating wires in
the box had been tampered with,"
said George.
Hoffman said the vandal was put
in danger while tampering with the
box, because of the risk of electric
shock.
Tresspassing in Cro has also become a problem. On March 9, it
was reported that someone had entered the building through an unlocked door the night before.
Displaced plywood boards covering an exit from the building provided evidence of the entry.
According to Hoffman, no damage was done to the building, but
the safety of thepeople who entered
was put at risk. He said the demolition site has many dangers that
can't be seen at night, "The probability of being injured is so high."
Hoffman said if people entered
thebuildin ,the wouldbefamiliar

f.

A'n investigauon
.
is underway to c~

renovauons,
connect

~ ~.
~;. ;''''4! ..
]" -"':S; ';;'
... " ~-~
.~
~

.

by Carl Lewis

=

will be used for transportation and

News Editor

Teaching
in South Africa can
be
COI':B~~~~U~.

ing has been secured tar lhe summer project.
-r-»
Late Thursday

afternoon.

the

college received notification that
$15,000 had been donated by the
Esrte Lauder companies to send
sophomore Jessica Allen and junior
Susan King to South Africa. The
grant will fund the first part of a
three year program to begin this
summer.
"What we have now is the funding we were worried about for this
coming summer," said Claire
Gaudiani, president of the college.
Judith Kirmmse, executive assistant 10 the president, said the funds

other costs.
In addition, the funds will also
COVet the cost of sendin&M\chae\
Talbor.dean of srudents at tbe New
~./Uniorhigh

school.

7>d&¥

accompany the students
Soulh Am
d
'
will

few weeks.

to

ca. an stay JOT the rust

"It's really great to have the pressure off this summer," Slated
Gaudiani.
Kirmmse said the college intends
to strengthen the program in the
years ahead. "We're looking into
the possibility of expanding the
project next year," she said, "Next
year we hope to send four students:'
Funding for the next two years of
the program is presently being
sought "Wehavealltheothergrant
proposals out," said Gaudiani.

"What we are hoping for is increased Iundraismg ," said
Kirmmse.
She said \he c<>\\e&e w\\\ see..

further funding from Estee Lauder

Mndccbersoun:::dS.

~~JV"e.,.,,;n6V~~

to Es«!e Lauclcr and seek InDre

broadly."

They will first teach IlLthe Vela

school, a private school atrended by
the more wealthy black studenlS.
Next, they will reach in a rural,

poorly equipped school.
King and Allen are presently participating in an orientation pr0gram, and will depart for Transkei,
South Africa on lune 24, and return
August 19.
"We achieved the objective we
needed to achieve for this summer," said Gaudiani, "The program
... and the attempts to create funding will go forward."

Anonymous trustee to match
funds for Class of 1992 terrace
by Carl LewIs
News EdItor

An anonymous trustee has offered 10 match the fundraising goals
of the senior class 10 fund the Class
of 1992 Terrace in theColIegeCenter.
If the goal is achieved, the senior
class gift account will total
$30,000, which is more than any
other class has evergiven to the college.
The trustee is donating the funds
to encourage the senior class 10 <!0nate 10 the college. In addition, it is
hoped that the class will be encouraged to give in the future.
The grant will only be awarded if
the class is able 10 raise $10,000.
In addition, 65 percent participation in the Senior Pledge Program,
which seeks donations from the

class members, will be necessary to ries, classroom equipment, finansecure the funds.
cialaid,academicdepanments,and
The Senior Pledge Program
supplies.
Committee chairs, Kris Rizzo and
Last year, the Annual Fund conJeff Alexander, are encouraging the sisted of$ I .88 million. The funding
class to participate.
was granted by alumni, friends, and
By the end of the year, each mem- parents.
ber of the senior class will be asked
Allison Woods, director of the
to contribute to the fund. Class AnnualFund,willencouragefuture
members will be given a full year to classes 10 donate to the fund as a
fulfill their pledges.
part of the gift
On May 4, the results of the SeFunding will only be granted if
nior Pledge Program will be an- the class is able 10 raise the pronounced 10 the senior class.
jected $10,000.
Of the entire senior class gift,
The gift will be used toward rais$20,000 will fund the construction ing the needed S450,OOOby June 30
of a terrace to be located outside the to obtain a challenge grant from the
Coffee Ground Cafe, upon comple- Kresge Foundation.
tion of the renovation project
The $700,000 Kresge grant will
The remaining $10,000 will be be used for funding the College
placed in the Annu.!!lFund of the Center Project, which include
college. This fund supports such Becker House, the Athletic Center,
colle e endeavors as facul sala- and the Cro renovations.
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NEWS
Finance
process
revised
by Carl Lewis
News EdItor

Regulations governing the. actions of the Finance Committee
were legislated at Thursday's As-.
sembly meeting..
. ~
Jackie Soteropoulos,. SGA vice]
president, said, "The majoruy of the ';;
[Finance Committee] members.s
support this." The proposal passed ~
18--!J.4).
]
The issues that caused the most ~
, -.~
debate were the club improvement ~ . .
.fundsandSeniorWeekaccounting.~
.
J
In the past, any club improve- At Thursday'S Assemhly meetIng leglslatioo was passed that dealt with the
ment funds could only he allocated
Senior Week account and the cluh improvement fund.

s

*$

Boegem wraps up
• • • •
drug case, criticizing
college's response
bl 1-. ll\a• ....-e
YA"- "'~ .. n. iQft\c\Q
A

ConlN!!JCUcUICoJlege

n::turned

slUdcnl

to campus housing this

week upon completing a courr case
with the New London Supreme
Court.
Freshman'
Sasha
Boegem,
brought up on charges of possesion
of hashish with intent to sell, possession of hashish, and possession
of drug paraphernalia; was the target of a joint operation of a Stalewide Narcotics Task Force, the
Vice and Intelligence Squad of
New London Police Department,
and the college around on November 26, 1992.
On April 4, 1992 he received
accelerated rehabilitation, which
means that ifby April 4, 1994 there
are no further incidences, and he
has completed 200 hours of community service, all charges will be
dropped.
Boegem said an arrangememhad
been reached with the college in
which he would be placed on social
probation until the 200 hours of
service was complete or until the
end of this semester. Robert
Hampton, dean of the college, declined 10speak about the specifics
of the arrangement made between
Boegem and the college.
Hampton did say, "Yes, the college has imposed some sanctions. "
"If (students] are involved with
any episode that involves outside
authorities, we have a right to exer·
cise some judgement about how 10
respond 10that We have a responsibility for this. He is a studem
liVing in our dorms," he said.
Boegem said, "I am pleased with
the decision. I have no problem
with community service." He
stressed thal the decision does not
imply guik, and that there is no
record of the c
es or the arrest.

with a vote from the Assembly. The
proposal allows the Fmance Comts
eth
mittee to decide wh er amoun
be all ated 10
less than $1,000 c~
oc.
organizations during the year without an Assembly v.ote.
h se sena
Dana Rousmaniere, ou
.d
tor of Morrisson, propose
an
th
amendment to change
e maximum amount that can be allocated
without Assembly approval to

Larrabee and Finance Committee
member, said it is not necessary for
ak
the Assembly members 10 m e
budgetary decisions. "I think we
can make these decisions ourselves," he said.
.
"You should give [the Finance
Committee] some autonomy," he

said.
Sarah SUITO,sophomore class
President, agreed, and said the As$500.
. . .
th
"I can walk. into a court of law and
Hehelieves$I,OOOlsslgmfIcant
sembly should be able to trust e
b\ sh uld FlnanceCommiu.eetomakeproper
swear on \he R\b\e \hal t've ne'Ve:t
enough \hal. lb.e. Assem y 0
"I"t s ume we SULI
...__
A 1'.0
decisions.
u;;u
been arrested," Boegem said.
make
thQdecision.
•
..
sU'//,'ng
faith
in
our
committees,"
"/'djustJikeroseetherestnctron
BoegenJ said he was IJOl. SBl.i.s£1Cd
with the manner in which the colbe lowered," he said.
she said.
lege addressed his case. "Ifelt they
Vin Candelora, presidential assoNew procedures for the Senior
handled the whole situation meelate said "/ think the Assembly
Week budget process were estabsponsibly and didn't fulfill their should have a say in where the lished. With the new legislation any
obligation to me as a student of this money is allocated."
deficit the senior class creates durcollege."
John Roesser, house senator of
Boegem cited the fact that until
last week he was not allowed to
continue residing in his Windham
dormitory room, and had to commule for classes from his home in
Guilford, Connecticut every day.
He added that although he was allowed to take his finals last se- CO'llinwt!d from p. 1
give it to Sanders.
rnester, he missed all his classes the PR committee used for the elec"The PR Committee determined
week prior while he was tempo- tions, Sanders said she was unsure.
quorum, and given the numbers we
rarily suspended.
"To my knowledge (the lists]
received, we did reach quorum,"
"I felt they basically considered
were in their entirety," she said.
Candelora said. "If there are people
me guilty the whole way down,"
missing
said Boegem.
off
the
Joyce Aaron, Boegem's mother
lists
I
said she was "terribly, terribly dis'If
there
are
people
missing
off
the
don't see
appointed with the school" for the
the point
lists I don't see the point
holding
way it dealt with her son's case. In
of holding
addition 10 taking' action before a
a new election/or a few more
a
new
decision was reached by the couns,
votes.'
election
shesaidthecollegeshirkeditsrepu_
for a few
tation for a strong sense of commum
0 r e
nity.
Vin
Candelora,
'92,
votes,"
he
"He was charged," Aaron emadded.
presidential
associate
phasized, "There was no guidance.
San dI don't feel he was treated with any
ers
had no
kind of humanity."
comment
Hampton said the college took
Vinny Candelcra, presidential
on the quorum issue.
action separate from the coun,
associate. said "My assumption is
Four out of the six Executive
"because there was a serious allega- that [the class lists) includes all
Board positions had unopposed
tion. We felt we had an obligation 10 people who are included in the
elections. Those positions were
the community to respond to those classes. / would imagine that this
Adam Green for PR director,
allegations."
would include RTC's."
Gerard Choucroun for SAC chair,
Hampton cited the suspension of
According to the Office of ConJulie DeGennaro for J-Boardchair,
the Los Anl\e1es police officers
tinuing Education a list of the
and Saveena Dhall for chair of acaaccused in the Rodney King case as RTC's was sent to Molly Embree,
dem ic affairs.
a parallel to the college's actions. judiciary Board Chair, on April 7
Vice presidential candidates all
"The institutional rights go way listing the matriculated and nonconducted write-in campaigns.
above and beyond the individual's
matriculated students.
with Robin Swimmer emerging
rights. Our fIrst obligation is to the
Embree conceded that she revictorious.
entire colle e communit ."
ceived the list but said she did not
Colleen Shanley won the posi-
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ing Senior Week will be deducted
from the class gift account.
It was arzuet by some Assembly
members that the gift account
should not be used to cover such a
deficit,
Soteropoulos said the gift account would be used, so there
would be a major incentive for the
senior class not to go into debt with
S . W k
eruor ee.
She said Senior Week hascreated
a debt for senior classes inthepasl.
"Two years ago, there was a
$9 .000 debt that the next four
classes had to deal with," stated
Soteropoulos.
"ThisreaUyisalastresontodeal
with Senior Week," explained
Candelora.

SGA relegatesYAT candidate to
write-in after campaign offenses

0/

tion of SGA president, receiving
629 of the total 837 votes.
The position of Young Alumni
Trustee was the most contested position, with two official candidates
running and three write-ins.
Peter Jennings was a registered
YAT candidate, but his name was
taken off the ballot after being
charged with campaigning after the
Sunday campaigning deadline.
According to Sanders, Jennings
gave out at least 10 pamphlets on
Monday and put a poster in
Larrabee, with an envelope containing pamphlets. Candidates are
expected to personally distribute
pamphlets, according to Sanders.
He said, "It is unfortunate that the
PR committee decided to take my
name off the ballot. Itwas nota well
run election, but in a sense I have 10
be pleased. Simon is a good candidate and there were 50 seniors who
saw past the SGA B.S .. and still
voted for me."
The contest for YAT was very
close with the vOles divided between Sean Curry,
Stephen
Montjane, Peter Jennings, Amy
Mass, and Simon O'Rourke.
The top two candidates were
Simon O'Rourke with 77 votes and
Amy Mass with 72.

NEWS
General Education
theories considered
at contact session
by Elizabeth Schneider
The College Yoke

Connecticut College's General
Edueation requirements may be altered significantly as the Educational Planning Committee seeks
to redefine its approach to liberal
arts education. In a contact session
held Thursday, students and faculty met to voice their opinions and
share philosophies on what direction the school should take.
According to Stan Wertheimer
professor of mathematics, the mai~
goal is to make sure everybody
~omes
involved in the process,
We are leaving ourselves wide
open and are looking for input from
all constituencies on campus" he
said.
•
The members of the EPC have
suggested differing approaches to
the revisions. Some see it as a revolutionary process that ignores the
previous agenda altogether. Others
see the process as evolutionary.
Elinor Despalatovic, professor
of history and chairofthe EPC, said
there are cenain ideas that students
should make the college aware of.
"There should be something that
a liberal arts graduate should
know," she said, "It gives the students a language so they can communicate in society."
The question that needs to be
addressed is where Connecticut
College's curriculum is lacking

and what philosophies should be
applied in order to improve it
Ratiya Ruangsuana,
chair of
Academic Affairs, said a key elementto hberal arts education is the
~xamination of varying perspeclives. Ruangsuana said she expeeted more from Connecticut
College in terms of practical expe.
nence
and learning about the real
w?:ld. .
1 think the education

here is
great, but we've got a long way to
go/'she said, "I feellikeadirnethat
has not been polished."
Sophomore Saveena Dhall reemphasized the importance of diversity in education.
"We need to reexamine different
philosophies
and not take only
Western philosophy and accept itas
world philosophy," she said.
One issue debated was the concept of uniform class for freshman
year so everyone would take the
same course and share that experience.
Louise Brown, dean of freshman,
supported the theory and suggested
following through with further discussion in the senior year.
$OIlwould serve as a sort of closure," she said.

Other proposals included the replacement of the major with cohesive subject groups and the completion of a "capstone-type" project by
all seniors.
If the system is going to be re-

~
~
"
~

",l!
~
•
~
.~
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contact se sslon was held Thursday to discuss the possible cha g I th G
n es n e eneral Education requirements.

vamped successfully, it will require
the participation of the entire college, W ertheirner said.
"Once the philosophy has been
developed and we are ready to begin the implementation, everybody
from admissions to financial aid
Continwd from p. J
would be constructive.
will playa role," he said.
Chair of the J-Board,
Molly
Public knowledge of the votes of
Despalatovic added, "This is just
Embree, said "Added harassment
representatives are no t expec ted to
the beginning of the participation.
.. next year there will be a lot more
will not be a major factor, because increase the incidence of impeachdiscussion."
J-Board
members already re- The EPC has created a subceive it to some
committee to evaluate the General
. Education program and propose a degree,"
She Conunued.
'l encourage smdenh'o
quesrron
resll'UCtured plan.
"Being a member
The sub-committee wiJJ work
theirJ-Boartf representatives
of I-Board is not
through the summer, researching
abouttheir reasoningin a case.'
programs at similar colleges. It is an easy job, behoped the sub-committee will be cause it isn't
- Molly Embree,
viewed in a
ready to propose a new program
friendly
way."
Judiciary Board chair
during the first semester next year.
She believes the

J-Board decisions fall
under public scrutiny

"""=================",

J-Board

mern-

bers are coo--

=-=================

stantly under fire.
Asked whether the proposal
would affect voting ofindividuallBoard representatives,
Embree
said, "I can't speak for the integrity
of future boards, but 1 would hope
publication of roll call votes would
not affect the way reps vote."
She added that the three boards
she has served on would not change
their votes to fit public opinion.
When asked about changes in
student attitudes toward J-Board
reps, Embree answered, "I encourage students to question their JBoard representatives about their

reasoning in a case."
She agreed that the interest of
most students in J-Board cases

If' I}{] ~

ment, according to Embree.
To be impeached,
a member
must be convicted on charges of a
breach in confidentiality, a breach
in the honor code, or general misconduct by at least a two-thirds majority vote in J-Board.
The proposal marks the rust successful attempt to increase the accountability of representatives.
Earlier this semester legislation
was proposed to allow all aspects of
a J-Board case to become public
when the accuser, accused, and all
wimesses agree to waive confidentiality. The legislation failed, because many Assembly members
felt absolute confidentiality should
not be compromised.

© ~ IMI~ IL

I}{] ~ ~ [ffi [Q) • • •
"Well, we let the College Republicans in."
_ Jackie Soteropou!os, SGA vice president, when asked
why there seem to be no limits on the club constitutions
approved by SGA.
"J didn': hear thai."

_ Vin Candelora, presidential associate, at SGA, after a
roll-call vote was requested to approve the constitution of
the Star Trek Fan Club.
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they are fairing as weDas everyone
else," he said, "There has heen an
lDtenrnngling in every aspect of

'The Ethiopia Orthodox
church is perhaps the only
Christian church in the
world where Jewish rules
are important. '
- Ephriam Issac
Director or the Institute or
Semitic Studies

If you don't have
the money to
fly to London,
use your

imagination.

Or use your four color Xerox'· copier. Your pastel markers. Or your n~ 3-D graphic software package. Hey,
don't hold back. Simp~ put, we're having a contest to find the most fabulous, creative, memorable,
audacious 19 by 24 inch poster to get people to f~ Virgin Atlanbc Airways to London. The
designer will not on~ win two round-trip tickets to London. They'll get a chance to have their
first big portfolio piece plastered all over the Unrted States. Not a bad.deal. If you want more
infonmation about Virgin, drop us a line. Just remember, the sky's the limit
Virgin AUantic Airways. 96 Morton Street, New York, NY 10014. Attn: Marketing services, Poster Contest.

Please,

T""'~

Design a poster lor Virgin Atlantic fojrw<JS and yoo may win"" free roor<!-lrip Economy Class ticI<e~ 10 LoodOO.
are good lor "" year. Mail yoor poster submlSSlOO to KoreY. Kay &
Partne~, 130 filth A"'nue.lII!lltOO!,
NeWYa<k, NY l00tl, Attn: Poster Coo1eSl Be sure to <dude yoor nanne, yoor.:hoOl name ar<! address. Entri!s most be poslJnartred by May 1, 1992.
Winner will be notifOd by mail on May 15, 1992. Please include a forwarding address iI \llIJr .:hoOl address ecee oot apply. wil be jOOged by a crea....
of KoreY, Kay & Partne~
and Virgin Atlanlic fojrw<JS rapresentaibes 00 creatMty ar<! or~inality. One entry pel persor; Maximum sire 19', 24~ ~I .. jres beoome 1M property of Virgin Atlantic Ijrw>;< ConIeSl open
to matriculating students only. EmployeeS arwl immediate 1amily members of Korey, Kay and Virgin Atlanti: NrwiI'{S are ineligible. Other restrictions may apply.
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ARTS&ENTERTMNMENT
Into the Woods
lives happily ever
after in Chapel
performance
.

1

upon the community-the Wife of
the giant that Jack killed. She wants
retribution for her husband's death,
so she tramples the town in her
search for Jack. The pleasant,
"Into the Woods" is a more
down-to-earth approach to the fairy happy community is not as idyllic
tales of everyone's childhood. The as was expected, and characters fall
stage carried nearly the whole cast victim 10 the giant's rage.
The musical presents more levels
of fairy tale characters for the boisterousopening scene. which imme- of interpretation by this plague than
diately involved the audience with -it appears 10 at first. The essential
message is that each person's aceach character. At first, this tactic
tions have profound effects on the
seemed overwhelming, but before
the close of the first scene, every- community. It seems that the first
thing became clear and all was un- half said 'Fairy tales are like this,'
while the second began a new chapderstood.
The first act re-tells the tales terwith 'This is real life' ,bad things
through the intervention of a nar- happen but with recognition ofea~h
rator' illustrating the realistic diffi- individual's influence, we can still
was "the best person for the characmake it through.
culties in the characters' lives.
ter."
Director Jeff Finn essentially
The plot develops in a series of Cinderella (Jenny Powers) isn't
sure if she likes the Prince, as took on "Into the Woods" as his
conflicts that result in the youngest
daughter,
Adela
(Marianne
shown by the song,"A Very Nice cause. He has been wanting to
Dombrowski), hanging herself be- Prince," sung strongly and beautipresent the show for quite some
time and finally convinced other
cause she is led to believe that fully by Cinderella and the Baker's
Bernarda has shot her lover.
wife (Jessica Schoonmaker). The members of the Musical Theater
Angustias, the eldest daughter two Princes, Cinderella's and Group last September. At that
(Debbie McMahon), is to marry a Rapunzel's, complained of the point, they developed the producyounger man,
Pepe el RollJ.8lJo.
strife of unauainable love. in the
tion crew and when the spring seAdela loves Pepe and defieS me song "Agony," a hilariously melo- mester began, auditions and rerigidity of her mother's control to dramatic moment, Joe Lucas and
hearsals took place the first week.
be with him and finds freedom.
James Macknik played up 10these
"Into the Woods" is the largest
Meanwhile Amelia (Carol Dailey)
roles very well throughout the mu- book musical that the MTG has
and Matirio (Dana Wasserman)
sical. Cinderella's
Prince tries
done at Conn.
suspect Adela of these actions and many tricks to win the heart of
Currently, there is only one musiwatch her like hawks.
Cinderella, who runs away after cal per year, but Finn is trying 10
Interspersed with the multiple
each ball. He even goes as far as to organize a fall Revue and a spring
fights and conflicts are the actions
put pitch on the palace steps 10. musical. With regards to space, the
of the servants, La Poncia (Laura
hopefully catch her, yet she loses chapel was a necessary choice for
Leininger) in particular. She is old only a shoe. These are strange tacand wise and understandswhat is in tics in a fairy tale, yet these are the the performance, the MTG is not
incorporated in the other arts at
peop\e's
hearts more than
type of antics that carry us throught Conn, and, therefore, is not on the
Bernarda. The only relief the audio
the first act. The final song of the Palmer Hall stage schedule. This is
ence got from the intensity and bitfirst act, "Ever After," was aculmianother issue Finn is trying to adterness is the appearance of Maria nation of all the fairy tales.
dress. He believes that musicals
Josefa (Denise Johnson) who is the
Act Two begins with the entire include not only singing, but dracomically
senile
mother of
cast again on stage, in their new, matic acting and dance as well.
Bernarda,
respective situations. Cinderella is
On the surface, the musical was
on her throne, as princess; the lighthearted and full oflaughs. The
Baker (David Buffum) and wife
actors and actresses enthusiastihad a child; Rapunzel (Danielle
cally brought the show to life and
Shylit) married her Prince, and was brilliantly handled the added di'blessed' with twins. Jack's (Bran- mensions without interrupting the
don Clarke) situation did not appear overall flow of the show. Their per.
to change, except that his pet cow formances brought the seriousness
was returned to him, having been of the second act 10the audience's
stolen in the first act by the witch attention. The images and meta(Andrea Leiser).
phors were presented, while allowHowever, the good situations
ing room for the audience's perquickly tum around. Cinderella dis- sonal interpretations. The portable
covers her princely husband is cow shouldgeta casual mention for
never home, and it is later seen that
its role in reducing the audience to
he is also unfaithful. A plague falls helpless laughter.
by Kate Burden
The College voice
and Joanne Woodward
The College Voice
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Senior Eleanor Deredita puts
onThe House of Bernarda Alba
in gender roles between American
women and Spanish women is
about as subtle as a sledgehammer.

by Hillary Adams
The College Voice

The House of Bernardo Alba,
written by the Spanish poet
Federico Garcia Lorca and directed
by Eleanor Deredita, '92, was an
incredibly intense and dramauc
~onnaoce.

In the village where tJie play takes
place, everyone is consumed with
keeping the facade of hannony. To
bring shame or scandal, even 10
show emotion is to be eaten alive by

\.t\h.\s \.'Soa1\~~arnp\eQtDeted\\.a~s
~

asH din:Jclorlhen sbeekserves

ra ...e~vielVSandhighexpeclBtions.
71Je barbaricenvironmenl in which

these women livedand the paranoia
and oppression that were intermingled with it invoked agrear deal
of surprise
in the audience.
Women's lives have come a long
way since then, or have they?
The play, presented by the Conneclicut College Theater Department and Theater One. is portof Ibe
"Gender Identity" series. The play
was performed Thursday, Friday.
and Saturday. nights at 8 p.m. in
Palmer Auditorium,
Deredita, who directed the play
for a Senior/ Independent Project,
chose it for its "shock factor, starkness, and violence." Thedifference

the gossiping neighbors. This insuUs ttemenoous amounts of paranaia in nJOSlof the ChSTBCIcTS.
cspe-

cially the central role, Bemarda.

She is embittered and violent.

nHJ-

ning her household with an iron fist
and emphasizing her orders with
the stomp of her cane. She controls
every move her daughters make
and denies them love.
Hatred and desparate longing for
freedom run deep in Bernarda's
house. Even the servants despise
her and spit on her behind ber back.
The daughters' only hope [or freedam is through marriage; yet. in the
end. Ibis 100 brings oppression.
Bernarda is played by Doug
Lamport, the only male actor in the
production. Although originally
Deredita was not considering having any men in the play, Lampan

SPECIAL SUMMER RATES
FOR
CONN COLLEGE STUDENTS

,
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~
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The Asian-American theater came to Dana Hall on Sunday. The troop
performed. a variety of dances including Korean, Filipino and Indian.
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Standing Room Only:

Russian to play in Palmer
on Thursday afternoon
Kogan is described by adjunct pr0fessor of flute Paoricia Harper as a
11Ie College Voice
thirteen year-old "child wonder."
Every year I tell myself that I This year, en route to the First
won't watch the Academy Awards
International Tchaikovsky Combecause the people that I'm rooting
petition for Young Musicians in
for never win. This year was no Moscow, she will present her program Thursday at4 p.m, in Dana.
exception, as people I deemed
Kogan's free concert will inundeserving walked away with the
clude works by Bach, Haydn,
golden statues. (Even if you didn't
Rachmaninov, and of course the
think JFK deserved Best Picture
man the competition is named for.
Oliver Stone certainly deserved
Best Director.)
She is the daughter of Conn's RusInevitably giving in and watchsian
musicians-in-residence
Vagram Saradjian
and Nina
ing this year's Oscars, I would have
guessed that Barbra Streisand was Kogan.
Before what is bound to be the
the favorite to win for director. She,
social event of tbe year (this
of course, wasn't even nominated
and it seems certain presenter~ semester's English Department
party), the department is co-spon(most notably Liza Minelli, Shirley
soring with Medieval Studies a lecMac Laine and Jessica Tandy)
ture by Mary Carruthers. A distinweren't going to let viewers forget
it Did Barbra deserve at least a guished scholar of Chaucer,
Carruthers will give a lecture spunnomination? The Film Society
off from her Book of Memory: A
wants you to decide. Check out
Study of Memory in Medieval
Streisand's Prince of Tides Friday
Culture. Entitled "Locational
at 7 p.m., 9:30 p.m., and midnight.
Memory and Literary Invention in
The night before at 8 p.m. you
the Later Middle Ages," her talk
can catch Franco Zeffirelli's
will concentrate on "the connecOtello, the movie version of the
tion between a popular medieval
Verdi
opera based
on the
memory system and literary creShakespeare
tragedy, starring
ativity in the Middle Ages," acPlacido Domingo, whose most reby MIchael S. 8orowIk1

by Carli SChultz
A & EEdUor

This Wednesday Community
Outreach Oppuntunity
League
sponsored an exhibit of poetry written by homeless women titled" The
Women of the Regent Hotel." The
collection is being displayed in the
hallway outside the Chapel Library. Combined with black and
white portraits by Elliot Scheider,
these powerful poems help dispell
the stereotypical myth that the
Homeless areinarticulate. This exhibit is a project of the Jewish
Board of Family and Children's
Services, which serves about two
hundred-fifty families each year
through their Child Development
Center.
The poems portray the feelings of
loneliness and dismay felt in the
lives thatsomeofthese women lead
while fiercely protecting a confidence and hope for the future
shaned by all. Subjects range from a
woman's dream of what life could
be in the future to the chilling story
of one woman's past way of life
and her terrifying escape. Lisa

Foster, in her poem "What is Black
and White," shares her view on the
color of people's skin and what
goes beyond it; "But me, I like
everybody/I don't care what color
they arelor what they arel because
people will always be people."
Within these poems can be
found the dreams of these women
dreams of an apartment to cali
home, a hackyard in which their
children could playas they did in
earlier years.
Images and feelings

of being

"trapped"

ate a common theme. A
few poems speak of others whom

they have lived with, other families and how they come and go
from their lives.
A strong sense of pride and self
worth prevails. These women
know that they are not to be discarded and ignored by society the
way they have been at times in the
past An untitled poem by Caretta
Ford describes the life of a woman
who lives on what she calls "the
wrong side of Broadway." She
watches the limos go by and puts
on her best show for them, waiting
to be discovered by them, waiting

The program thai cuts through the red tape and
allows you (U work in:
Britain
Germany
Costa Rica

Ireland
France

o Contact:
Council Travel
171 Angell St., Ste. 212

Providence, Rl 02906
(401) 331·5810

New zealand
Jamaica

Canada

Open to all majors with anr GP.... (;rauuatinF,
seniors.100!
For more information and a free brochure.

•

contact: Council on International
Educational Exchange
205 Easl42nd St.. N~
ret. (ZIZ) 661-1414

York, NY 10017

to be recognized as the beautiful,
strong woman that she is. These
poems make a strong statement in
what the homeless think about their
own lives and the world. The poems help narrow the chasm that the
affluent world has placed between
the classes of society, conveying
that everyone has the same feelings, wishes and dreams. The
homeless cannot be easily ignored,
for they are just as important and
human as those of us who live on a
higher income.
.
Copies
poems
portrans are published and available.
Barbara Bach, '62, who helped to

of ~~

J~

put this exhibit togther, will be
speaking at Conn on April 15 at 5
p.m. in Ernst Common Room.

ce~tCVburn. by the way, featuring a

cording. to Eng\ish.

d~et from Miss Saigon with Carly

Kennelh Bleeth.

'Pt:o£essot:

Last but certainly ooe least. the

Simon, ot: all people. is an embar-

rassment. It's the recipient of Asian-American film festival
eleven Oscars, the epic Ben Hur. continues Thursdayat 7:30p.m. in
Blaustein 210 with Salaam
All three movies are in Oliva.
Bombay.
Moscow-born violinist Viktona

McClean's Mark's Gospel pleased
audience in the Harkness Chapel
by Chrls Lools Sardella
11Ie College Voice

Harkness chapel glowed with the
essence of spirituality on the
evening of April! as Max McClean
dramatically reenacted the life of
Jesus through the Gospel of Mark.
Sponsored by college chaplain office and various area Christian
churches, the event drew a large
crowd composed mostly of community residents and approximately twenty-five students. The
audience remained capitivated for
over two hours as McClean performed his solo interpretation of
the complete NN version of this
popular New Testament Book.
McOean began his dramatic presentations as an act of faith. Reflecting on his deep religious beliefs, he noted, "I want to integrate
what I do with what I believe."
Consequently, McClean has been
perfecting this performance for
over ten years. Since his first appearance he believes he has made
the retelling much simpler with a
greater emphasis on conveying the
spiritual message in MarIe than on
the actual acting itself.
While McClean effectively con-

veyed the Christian meaning of
Mark's Gospel, his dramatic interpretation suffered.
It is not surprising that McClean
has done numerous roles in various
Shakespearian theaters since much
of his performance mimicked a
Hamlet monologue rather than a
book of the Bible. Onecannothelp
but remember when he inappropriately bellowed many of Jesus'
parables and then at the top of his
lungs screamed, 'The Sabbath is
made for man, not man for the Sabbath!"
Although many of his gestures
were amusing, it would probably
have been better if McClean adhered to the religious meaning of
the text. Not only was his performance 100dramatic at times, but he
spoke too quickly at various points
of the story. McOean's overall
performance was generally well
done despite his flaws as an effective actor.
McClean admits that he originally chose Mark because it was the
shortest of the four gospels, he
emphasized its importance as a
story to which most can relate. He
noted that while the Book of Matthew is geared to the Jewish tradi-

tionandLukewascomposedforthe
Greek philosophers, Mark is the
only one written specifically for the
general masses in Rome during the
early centuries after Christ's death.
McClean attempted to convey
the message in MarIe to today's
audience as well as Peter originally
intended when he first began
preaching it to the early Roman
mind. It is not hard to imagine that
Wednesday evening's audience
was a bit more receptive to this
interpretation of Jesus' life than a
citizen of Rome two thousand years
ago. McClean's performance eertainly generated a positive response
from the audience as evidenced by
their prolonged applause at its
conclusion.
Because Mark's gospel best conveys a Jesus that is life-like,
McOean feels that this story is one
in which many can relate to their
own personal struggles with God.
McOean deeply believes tha1 "We
are very much like the disciples in
our lack of faith." Whether or not
this invokes a spiritual message for
the average person, it certainly applies to anyone who has ever
struggled with various issues in
their life.
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eerie knowledge which forces him to imitate
his father. In a shift bound to disturb more
puritan rheater-goers, Penny's daughter
Haley joins her step-brother in an uncomfortable imitation of their parents' courtship
with an afternoon in their parents' bedroom.
This heavy symbolism, resulting in one
character's leaping from a clif", is almost too
Guare for Guare.
The children's relationship, of course,
parallels Penny and Philip's attempt to recapture the past. Neither situation has promising results, as none of the objects of adoration (the sun, the past, and the children's
parents) can live up to the ideal imposed by
their admirers. Ideals exist only in their
minds.
Penny's final choice to ceaselessly pursue
her ideals would be positive if she didn't
stubbornly hold onto a world that never
existed in the first place. She is so lost in her
dream that the ruined baboon statues surrounding the stage are rebuilt, presumably in
her mind.
As evidenced in a final, disheartening
gesture she allows herself to be blinded.
Unlike Six Degrees' ultimately keen Ouisa
Kittredge, Penny McKenzie is unable to
leave a fantasy of ideals that have stemmed

Naughton &
Channing
attempt to fly
to the sun
again in Four
Baboons
L
----------~---by Mkbael S. Borowski
__________TIre College Voice.,- __

~

,.

~
-c-:-,;;;;:

While his characters' quest is more noble ""
thaltachievable, playwright John Guare roots
for those in Four Baboons Adoring The Sun ~at Lincoln Center to attain their ideals. Like c
-'
its brilliant predecessor Six Degrees of Sepa- ~ L
...:...._:.....:'___
__ ~ __ '___"_=_'___'___~
ration, Four Baboons involves two people
play itself) unravel when he urges one char- wright makes it easy for the audience to drop
with a seemingly perfect relationship who,
their defenses and be lulled
acter to "fly to the sun."
following accusations from children, a pivinto a false security. Guare
Philip
(James
Naughton)
and
Penny
otal death, and a reexamination of their valthen shakes the audience (lit(Stockard
Channing),
a
newly-married
ues, are forced to tear through the escape
couple, have come to an archaeological dig in erally) with an on-stage
fantasy they've created and face life as it
Sicily to revel in the "blessed beautiful past." earthquake. Up until now, the
really is.
Unlike Six Degrees' ultimately keen
This past, survived only by tne ruins that litter children's bitter indictments
Ouare has penned this exceedingly modem
Ouisa Kittredge, Penny McKenzie is
the countryside, is represented by a 4,000 levied against their respeccomedy in his usual style combining comic
tive
parents
were
the
only
year old statue which, as the title suggests,
unable to leave a fantasy of ideals
vignettes with direct addresses to the audistrain on the two. The impresconsists
of
four
primates
with
their
palms
ence. Sir Peter Hall's expert direction along
that have stemmed from her own
upstretched to their sun god. Channing and sive cracking of designer
wilb Richard Pilbrow's effective lighting alTony Walton's raked and
adoration of a romantic Sicilian past.
Naughton
work
exceedingly
well
together
as
low the actors to move briskly from episode
circular stage floor both
ideali.stic newlyweds torn apart by \heir an-

i

~===================~

\O~\sode.
Guate tUI\hen \his eiltsodic p\a)'wO.\ing
slyM

by

inc01l'p'Ol7Iung

gt)' children (hom previous marriages) and
lheirot.Vn lofty ideals. Channing'scOI1unued

ne>ciLBUVCCOI7lposcd

Eros,

mastery of boch comic and poignant drama

baritone Eugene Peny (wearing gold fig

once again proves that she is the perfect
instrument for Guare 's work. She is as adept
at tossing off Guare' s hilarious lines as she is
at revealing character insecurities.
Providing attractive characters, the play-

by Srephen EdK'lUds.

As the nanating

leaves and little else) repeatedly sings that he
offers choices without controlling the lives o[
the characters. This assertion is a dubious one
considering the play's relationships (and the

NATIONAL THEATER
INSTItUtE
ANNOUNCES
FALL AND SPRING
SEMESTERS IN

. A residential

MOSCOW

Philip.

Penny and

====================_

Guare only falters when in
the final twenty minutes the problematic
underplot takes the form of the Icarus myth.
Philip's thirteen year-old son Wayne (a likeable Michael Shulman) is possessed by an

from her own adoration of a romantic Sicilian past. Hers is not a liberating beginning,
but an all-consuming tragedy.

NATIONAL THEATER
INSTITUTE
theater

semester in conjunction
with the famous Moscow
Art Theater SchooL
Fully accredited by
Connecticut
College.

Prior Russian lanzunee
o 0
study not required.

For further information
I

symbolizes and physicafizes

a split between

and application

(203) 443-7139

t.elephone:

SPRING AND FAll
SEMESTERS AT THE
NATIONAL THEATER
INSTITUTE
Now include 'a fwo
week program in
ENGLAND
StUdy in residence
at the Mercury
Theater in
Colchester,
England. London
and Regional
Theater trips.
For application
please telephone:

(203) 443-7139
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SPORTS
Men's Lacrosse comes away
unscathed after Maine swing
by Jon Flnnlmore
Editor in Chief ex oftlclo

Well, they did get to go to L.L. Bean's.
The men's lacrosse team, along with the
women's team, bussed up to Maine this
weekend for two showdowns with NESCAC
rivals Bates and Colby, but came up emptyhanded against mother nature.
What Maine weatherpeople called a "freak
blizzard" dumped three to four inches of
snow on Vacationland.
Fran Shields, coach of the men's team
explained that rain was expected below the
temperate line, which runs north of Bates and
Colby, but instead the games had to be
cancelled because of snow.
Shields
called Colby,
Saturday's
scheduled opponent, at 7:30 a.m. to make
sure that the conditions were alright, which
they were. At 11:00, the bus arrived at the
Kennebunk rest stop, at mile 24 of the Maine
Turnpike. Snow was starting to accumulate
and Shields again called Colby, wh~
informed him that snow had been falling
since 9:00 a.m. The game was cancelled, and
a new day has not been set
Shields said the projected forecast for
Sunday was better because of a wann front
moving in. That, coupled with Bates'
'>,,,"'~',~.l'~"'"
"'~'~":f,~"3'~"~'::'''/'<'
.... ~ ...

assurance that the field could be cleared off
persuaded the teams to stay and attempt to
play their scheduled games.
Shields likened the decision to the one he
rna.dewhen the learn's home opener was .2
switched to an astroturf field in West Haven ;:l
because of forecasts of poor weather. "We
went wi~, th~ir word. We had to go with their ~
decision, said Shields .
9
~
The Bates' game was also cancelled but ~
the trip wasn't an entire waste. A stop in the ~
shopping mecca of Freeport provided a ~
bounty for the teams, especially Shields who '"
bought birthday gifts for his wife and' new"

i

:ss.traine~among other lhings. Junior

Scott

Crosby passes

ahud during Conn's game •• Jnst

It Shea S81d,"[Chris] Perkins and I got a
TIl
couple of pairs of ugly pants"
d
rted
. ne team, currently 1-5, did notch its first
, an repo
win of the season on T da be .
that the women's team bought a lot of frozen
.
ues y,
aung
yogurt and a lot of Patagonia
~Vesleyan at MIddletown 9-8. Shields said,
Bobby Driscoll, a sophomore auackman
We were really 10 control the whole game."
said he went for the "outback'
.'
Last Saturday, the home crowd was
cowboy look" with the h t he plc:eenng
entertained by an exciting game between the
Bean's.He added "Itwas~Uite~~rc :~ ~
Camels and Bowdoin, which Conn lost in
they do take Disc~ver at L L Bean~' :~n
overtime 12-11. One of the brightest spots
is good for me because it's ail I have." hich . was Shea, wbo, after switching toauack after
No re-schedule dat h bee',
playing all seasen at midfield, responded
.
e as
n set ror the WIth SIX goals on the afternoon
Bales game either, but Shields said that
Shields said "Matt Sh . .
because of the foul-u the
I
,ea
IS a great player.
played somewhere hJrw
g:e
WOUBd
be
He put some pressure on Bowdoin and
ay
tween ates
opened up some other stuff for us."
an d C oon.
~l
ds also"Luke
praised
thesome
worksaves
of goalie
'.' ,,,,. ,.. " ••, ;." .. ",,', ,....;
»» ".., ',' ·:P•..
,.....',(
Luke ieBeatty.
made
in the
'j

Bowdoin

Bowdoin game that were just incre<fible. He
last year."
The team also lost a close one at Trinity on
April Fools' Day, 11-7. Beatty said, "1 think
we faced a lot better team than we expected.
We came out flat It was a close game, even
though the score didn't show it"
Shea, he of the ugly paints, leads the team
in scoring with eleven goals and seven
assists. Brown Cannon, who tied the score
against Bowdoin with just seconds left in
regulation, and Scott Crosby each have six
goals and four assists.
This week, the team travels to Tufts on
Thursday, before a home match on Saturday
with Babson.
has returned to his fonn of

Intramural Update:

Sonic Youth captures first
ever women's hoops title
The last two weeks marked we conclusion
of the women's hoop season and also ushered
in the start of spring leagues in men's BLeague hoops, coed softball, spring flag
football, and coed indoor soccer.
The inaugural
women's
basketball
championship
pitted the undefeated
Pretenders (5"'{) against the (4-1) Sonic
Youth squad. The game was close early but
in the end, the balanced scoring attack of the
Sonic Youth proved to be too much for the
Pretenders, 38-17. For the winners, Eliana
Lesser led the charge with 10 points while MJ
Kanabis piped in with eight points.
Inearly season men's B-league hoop action,
the following teams are out of the gates
quickly and boast unblemished records: CLG
(3"'{), Faculty Blue (3"'{), Raining (2"'{),
Blood, Sweat and Bras (2"'{), and Srnackey
Brown (2...{). Thus far, CLG has relied on a
balanced score sheet en route to their
impressive record; team members Steve
Lable, Dan Covan and Simon Gallis have all
recorded solid outings to pace their squad.
Faculty Red has also had a productive two
weeks in the B-Leagueranks. They defeated
Moondenhoops 42-40, Smells Like Skalka

teams squared off on the Harkness green this
past sunday. In the week's most exciting tilts,
Smell the Glove defeated Genuine Draft 4-2
behind the bat of Jim Garino (homerun) and
the golden arm of Dave Baurn (complete
game). In a slugfest, Chia Plant II beat
Marshall 19-10 and highlights according to
commissioner Andrew Gibianwere,"Christa
Holahan was flawless in the fteld and Bob
Driscoll hit a tape measure homerun in 1he
top of the third." WewiUhavemoresoftba\l
information in next week's update.
The all new spring football league also has
hit exciting early season fonn. Although the
cast of characters has been changed slightly,
thoses teams that excelled in the fall season
continue to find success. David, Team Yank,
Smackey Brown, and Team Lush all rushed
to opening season victories last week.
Effective quarterbacking has been the key to
team suceess thus farin the season. In David's
14-7 win overtheMoondogs, QB Cris Garcia
tossed TD scores to wideout Ken Widmann
and Friend Weiler. Elsewhere, league
commissioner
and QB Lou Montalvo
connected with Chris Stefani and John Bach
to account for Team Yank's 14-7 win over

39-33,
and perennial
powerhouse
Lamar.
Rebounding Rabbis 45-38. In their win over
The 1992 coed indoor soccer league
theRabbis,HunterBrawleypaced thewinners includes II teams who have their sights seton
with 20 points while Michael Goldban
the May6championship game. To date, only
countered with 17 pomts for the losers. The three squads have managed to win their first
Rabbis top gun, Marc Freiberger, was held to two matches. Thompson's Sporting Goods
acareerlow4points.
Blood, Sweat and Bras defeated Fahrvagnugen
3-0 and then
also looks like a team to be reckoned with as shallacked Shindiggers by an 11-1 count.
they combine talent (Esty Wood, Aimee
Robin Bashinsky has40f the team's 14 goals
Beauchamp, Bern Macea and Erika Gillis)
whilePeteEverett, Ben Tyrell,BilIMulligan,
with height (Matt Shea). Finally, in a and Jess Gahelman have all notched a pair of
particularly exciting game this week, Death goals. The Cannibal's (2"'{)has relied on the
Camels nipped Network Time Killers 26-25.
scoring prowess (4 goals, 2 assists) of
Wily Matt Cann and eagle-eyed Todd
Professor Robert Gay to establish their
Schwartz hit three pointers in the waning enviable status. Alternative Car Park's
seconds to propel the Camels to victory.
undefeated record against Butter by 3-1 and
Intramural softball is in full swing and 12 Ken's Babe's by 4-2.
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SPORTS
The young men's Varsity eight
rows toward New England's
by Dobby Gibson
SporU Editor

The young Connecticut College
men's rowing team did it again this
weekend, blowing out Williams
and defeating MIT soundly in a race
at WPI that sent a message to the
rest of the schools in New England:
Get ready
for us at the
championships. The win over MIT
was the second win over a spnnt
school for the varsity eight in as

many races, as the crew also

l-.

The men's rugby squad practiced this week rollowing their victories.

Lead by Lion, rugby team wins
tourney
The rugby team has gone on a tear of late, including a title at the R.I.C.
Invitational ToUrnament last week. In the first round Conn defeated
RIC 9-4 lead by Yuval Lion's nine points. In the finals, Lion again
l";'d Conn ~oa victory, 12-10 over Curry College. In that contest LIOn
tallied eight points on one try and two conversions. Chris Melchoir
also stood out with four points on a solo try.

Schmoozing with Dob and Pops:

Women's Basketball players
earn numerous honors

Watching Duke repeat is as nauseating

Senior co-captain Liz Lynch was named to the I st team NESCAC, 2nd
\earn.

ECA..C and 2nd team NEWBA.. squads two weeks ago.
. Es Woods was also honored by

Teammate
and fellow cO-Capt.aJ~""""A~
.
~OI'7zhe:ZndLC6I7IfVES......
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defeated Coast Guard on AprilS for
the first time in school history.
If your still not impressed,
consider the fact that the varsity
eight has but one senior in the c~ew.
The team is essentially compnsed
of its five sophomores and three
juniors. Besides that, the team is
much smaller physically than last
year's boat. But what they lack in
size they have more than made up
for in teamwork. This is a very
young team that is only beginning

as watching Bush get reelected

the M/Olncn
.

Lvnch
was ruuned to the A WSF (Amencan
..,.
3

1st team, Wood to the rd
team Ireshmsn Bern Macea to the all-freshman learn, and Bill Lessig
Womcn'sSportsFcderation)AJI-America

was ~
an A WSF All-America Coach, the eighth time since 1984
he has earned the honor.

by Dobby GIbson

Sports Editor
and David Papadopoulos
The College Voice

Duke Makes Us Puke

Victory for Conn cycling team
TIle weekend of March 29 marked the first race of the season for
Connecticut Colleges cycling t.eam. This year's team consists of
sophomore Geoff Williams, senior Dave Porkress, freshmen Dan
Natltiel and Jeremy Pienik, and junior Geo Snelling. The NCAA
sanctioned event was a 15 mile, lap-style race held on the University
of Connecticut campus. The Men's C Division race. fielded teams
from schools allover the Northeast, The cold, wind, and 26 mph
average speed took its toll on all riders, as crashes and fatigue wiuled
down the 75 rider field. Conn's riders proved strong however, and
Snelling broke away in the last lap along with a rider from MIT.
Outsprinting his rider in the final 200 meters, Snelling secured the
victory. Conn's riders will race at several more colleges lhis spring,
culminating in the Eastern Championships, held on April 25 and 26.

Women sailors finish third at
Tufts
The women's sailing team nabbed a third place overall finish at Tufts
on lhe weekend of March 29 while battling the elements and avoiding
race cancellations. Mary Gaillard and Allison Edge finished third in
the A Division and Ann Ramsey and Elizabeth Murtha finished second
in the B Division. Also braving choppy conditions were the varsity
sailors at Harvard who placed ninth overall. Ben Marden, Rob.
Sumner, and Bob Edenbach crewed the A boat, while Brian Comfon,
Sarah Butler, and Steve Fisk manned the B boat.

Softball team falls to 1-4
The women's softball team currently stands at 1-4. The team
started the season by dropping a game to Weslyan 21-4. Next they
defeated Johnson and Wales 10-2 for their only win of lhe year.
Jess Fuller pilChed an outstanding game for the Camels. Conn has
dropped their last three despite solid efforts, especially in their 10Sloss to last year's ECAC champions, Trinity.
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against them ..
"Every race the team gains
confidence," Young said.
England.
" .
In the other boats, the defending
"[MIT] expected to beat us, said
champion
JV crew is rolling
captain Tim Young,"but
'!'e
through
its
season as well. The
suprised them. Things are gomg
team
has
only
been beaten twice by
really well. It's suprising because
Coast
Guard
and
MIT, both times
we're so young."
But
Young recently passed up a by less than one second.
chance to row for the '92 (Ilyrnpic against the boats they'll faceat N ew
team. After looking at the times Englands, they have, in the words
that potential team members have of Tim Young "blown them out of
posted during qualifying, Young is the water." If all goes well they
almost sure that he would have should repeat, and are another boat
of young rowers with a lot of
made the team. But after weighing
.
school and the team here against the potential for the program.
The rowing team, besides
Olympics, Young decided to wait
until '96, when he would have an looking forward to the maturation
even better chance. After the way of some quality rowers, is also
the varsity eight has performed this looking forward to the opening of
year, he doesn't eminate much Conn's new indoor rowing tanks
next fall. When asked ifhe thought
regret.
The two big wins against Coast that these things would really help
Guard Academy and MIT has put the program take off, Young said,
the team in position to get at least a "It should."
The team's next race is at Holy
top three seed if they can pU,lIout
their next two races. Don t bet Cross next weekend against Tufts.
to realize its potential while beating
some of the toughest boats m New

Watching the Blue Devils repeat
as national champions last Monday
gave Dob and Pops the same
feelings of pain, anguish, fear, and
inability 10 avoid the inevitable that
we feel while watching George
Bush march slowly toward a
reelection next fall. Park dorm
cheered vehimently against Duke,
lead by Ted Frischling who actually
purchased Indiana and Michigan
tiiks (winter hats) for all during the
last two pain full games. Trying to
look at it on the bright side, the
picture of Bobby Hurley on last
week's Sports illustrated was one
of the ugliest cover shots of all time
(then again, how couldn't a picture
of Hurley's Herman Munster eyes,
Mick Jaggar lips, and sagging
poopypants make you want to call
your mother in a fit of tears?)
Christian Laeuner will now move
on totormentNBA fans, and wecan
all look forward to heing dazzled
for three more years by the Fab Five
, .. One of the strangest comments
heard during the tourney came from
Pete Ryan who said, "I'm rooting
for Michigan, because I'm a
freshman." Yeah, right Pete, as if
Chris
Webber
took
your
scholarship.
Miscellaneous
Advance word on the class of
1993' s graduation speaker is out,
and it appears that as usual,

financial constraints have had an
influence on the final selection.
Top choices Barbara Walters,
Senator Christopher Dodd, and
Jodi Foster turned down the
opportunity to speak last week. The
adm inistration
was pleased,

however,

to recieve

a commiument

from celebrity Don Knotts. Knotts
is most famous for his brilliant
work on 'The Andy Griffith Show"
and his immonal portrayl of the
infi~itely complex Mr. Farley on
'Three's Company" ... We here at
the Schmoozing
desk find it
disturbing that Panama's former
leader General Noriega was
brought to the United States in 1989
and then put away this past week on
charges of cocaine trafficking,
racketeering,
and
money
laundering. Interestingly enough, a
Schmoozing correspondent
has
recently discovered that those are
actually three of'the prerequisites to
running for public office in this
country ... Conn's Men's Lax team
had to play their "home" opener on
astroturf at a high school an hour
away from school a couple of
weeks ago in an attempt to preserve
the grass on Harkness Green. Their
next three home games will be
played at the following locations:
4/18 vs. Babson on four barges
strapped together, floating on the
Thames; 4/22 vs" Amherst in the
back of a Ryder renl-a-truck
trnvelling 1-95;4/25 vs. Hartford in
the Ernst Common Room ... Fran
Shields told Schmoozing
he
«guarantees" that his men's lax
squad will make the playoffs. If the
team does in fact make it to post
season after an 0-5 start, Shield's
"guarantee" will rival even the

Bambino's famous called shot in
Wrigley Field.
Baseball
The first pitch has been thrown
and Dob and Pops have witnessed
some poor conduct in the sports
schmoozing community the past
few days. We feel that we have an
obligation to remind everyone
abouta few things. Kids, the season
is 162 games long. If your favorite
team (or in the case of Rob
Stephenson, many teams) is out of
the gate with a few wins, there is
absolutely no reason to start talking
smack in the Deli. We've actually
already
heard phrases
like
"undefeated," "hitting .800:' "in
first place," and "pennant race"
being batted around campus like
pregame fungoes. Mets fans, this
means you. After Bonilla's pair of
taters in the opener, you were
publicly discussing the fact that he
was on pace to hit 324 homers this
year. Apparently, most Mets fans
feel that at that pace, anything
under 250 homers for Bonilla this
season would be a total disaster.
The UniYersibes of New
Study Abroad

England

AUSTRIA

0' the

Uniftrslty of

SAUBURG

• Open to students in all major
fields.

• Requirements: two years of
college German and good
scholastic standing.

S31SO
For infonnalion:

TultlonlFees
for 199U93

Director: salzburg Program
Dept. of FOreign Languages
University of Maine
Orono. Maine 04469
Tel: (207) 581-2073
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SPORTS
Malekoff's upcoming move
to Conn is a "natural" one
The future A.D. talks about what he'll bring to Conn
by Dobby Gibson
Sports Editor

Right off the bat you can tell that
Robert Malekoff is the kind of man
that can fill the void that Charles
Luce will leave at the end of his
tenure as athletic
director.
Malekoff
was friendly
and
outgoing, and greeted me with a
firm handshake and a smile on
March 31 before we sat down to
discuss his future position as
Conn's athletic director.
Malekoffis coming toConn from
Harvard, which boasts the largest
athletic department in the country.
And although
the change in
program size will undoubtedly
require adjustment on Malekoff's
part, an adjustment in philosophy
will not be necessary.
"I always thought that the
Division III schools, with strong
academic reputations and broad
base programs is what I wanted,"
Malekoff said. "Really, when you
look at the philosophy of athletics at
Harvard, although our program is
bigger and plays on a higher
competitive level, [it's] not any
different than the philosophy of
athletics at Connecticut College."
Malekoff deemed his move from
Harvard to a higher position at
Conn "a natural progression" from
a "professional standpoint." The
reasons
Malekoff
cited for
choosing
Conn included
its
academic reputation, broad-based
athletic program, and location (he
has strong personal ties to the

Boston area).
"One of the things that's so
appealing from what I've learned
and read about Connecticut
College is this idea of trying to
educate
the whole person,"
Malekoff said.
"And to me,
[athletics] can be an important part
of that."
When asked if he intended to
make any changes
in the
department, Malekoff said that he
intends to spend time learning as
much as he can and talking to both
faculty and students before any
such decisions would be made.
Malekoff
clearly intends
to
maintain the same interaction with
the college community that made
Luce such a success.
"That's one thing I want to say
right away is that anybody who
wants to talk to me - I'm really
interested in what they have to say.
I really want to be open about that,"
he said, echoing the open-door
policy Luce sustainted throughout
his 18 year career.
Malekoff's biggest challenge as
athletic director will undoubtedly

but still takes a consistent effort to
achieve
the desired
result.
Malekoff definately believes that
the new addition to the A.C. will
"payoff big," but also says that he
does intend to address this problem
once he fully asesses the needs and
wants of the community.
"I certainly can say that people
have talked about that there's not a
track, and people have talked about
that there's not a baseball/softball
field on campus either - and I'm
sure there's other needs as well. So .~
clearly those are things I want to ~
look at. ButIwanttolookatthatin
:
two contexts. First, what kind of ~
problems are there in existing ~
programs and what kind of interest "
is there in things that we don't have, ~
and from there try and lobby for ~
change possibly."
..
Oneoftheexistingprograms

be to improve Conn's facilities (a
statement that sounds strange
considering all the conseucuon

intrnmwaIs are omer componems ."

down at the A.C.). Despite the new
$5.5 million dollar addition to the
A.C., Conn will still remain light
years behind its fellow NESCAC
rivals in facilities and subsequent
program offerings. Like a horrible
student who suddenly starts
studying, it looks good right away

he said.
"Inn-amurafs
and
recreation can touch on really every
member of the college community.
They're very important. I want to
support that it was similiar at
Harvard."
MaJekoff s door in the A.C. will
open on the 1st of July.

a component of what we do down

here. physical

education and

If ypu love collea..e.life,
make a career of II. .

1J ,
MAN
OF

WD£NfS
I

that

MaJekoff pledged support to was
the highly successful intramural
program at Conn. Not only is the
varsity athlete of interest for
Malekoff, but the recreational
athlete as well.
"Intercollegiate athletics is only

I

Robert Malekorr, Conn's future athletic director

Women's track
places a close
second at Trinity
Six runners quality for ECAC's
by Julie Grano(
Assodate Sports Editor

The women's varsity track team
placed second in their meet at
Trinity last Saturday , getting edged
out by host Trinity and beating
Wesleyan by 16 points.
The score was so close that the
second place finish was a bit of a
disappointment
for
Conn
according to coach Ned Bishop.
One of the reasons why Conn
finished where they did was that
they were forced to run without
junior Jennifer Gleason who
sprained her ankle in a meet the
weekend before. Gleason, one of
the learn's top runners, would have
run in the 100,200, and the 4xlOO
relay, which, according to Bishop,
was probably the key event in the
meet,

Boston-Bouve College, at Northeastern

University

in Boston, is the only institution in eastern Mas:'a-

chusetts that offers a Master's Degree Ilrograrn m the
area of student personnel serv~ces in higher t:duca~
tion. By stressing both counselmg and admirustrauve
skills the program trains you to effectively provide
stud~nts with vital support services. Two concentrations are offered: COLLEGE STUDENT PERSONNEL
WORK and ACADEMIC ASSfSTANCE COUNSELING.
The coursework and the student servl~espractlcum
may be completed in one year of full-tume study or
on a part-time basis. Many of the full-tume students
are awarded graduate assistantships that are '.
related to the program and which provide partial or
full tuition remission and a stipend. Some of the
assistantships also include free room and board. .
For more information call (617)437-2708, orwnte
Graduate School, Boston-Bouve College of Human
Development Professions, 107 Dockser Hall,
Northeastern University, Boston, MA 02115.

Boston-Bouve
College
Northeastern
University
An equal opportunlty/affinnative
action university.

"You can never really pinpoint
the results of a meet on one event
but this one [the 4xlOOJ was
definitely pivotal," he said. "We
were hoping to win it. Instead we
placed third and we didn't get any
points for it to
According to Bishop, the relay
team ran into problems exchanging
the baton during the third and fourth
legs of the relay. With Gleason,
who is normally the third leg of the
relay, not running, the other
members of the relay had trouble
adjusting. Both the third and fourth
legs of the relay took off too soon
and ended up having to wait for the
baton. This cost the team the nine

tenths of a second by which they
lost.
"It was tough,"
Bishop
said,"Because I think we had the
fastest group of four people but we
did not run the fastest"
Despite the disappointing loss in
the 4xl00 relay, Conn's 4x400
with juniors Eileen Parish, Kat
Haven, Lia Bauer", and Suzie
Hamlin placed first with a time of
4:27.07.
Conn also did well individually
as IS people have already qualified
for New England's and six have
qualified for ECAC's.
The Camels will have a chance to
avenge their loss to Trinity on
Wednesday when they again race
against them at Trinity.
However, they will have to do it
without one of their key sprinters
Anouk DeRouter, who will be
running a heptatholon for Conn's
meet at Holy Cross. "That is going
to hurt us because Anouk is such a
versatile member of our team," said
Bishop. Conn will also be without
Katie McGee one of the top
distance runners for the team.
McGee wiU also be at Holy Cross,
running in theIO,OOO. This meet
will continue on Saturday.
After strong perfonnances in its
indoor season and the first two
meets of the regular season the
track team is very confident, and
has high hopes of improving last
year's fifth place finish in the New
England
Division
HI
championships.
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SPORTS
Despite scoring
bursts from Tyson,
lax drops two of three
Walker out for season with knee injury
loss was due to menial errors. "I
don't think skill wise they were any
better than we were," she said ... It "was just that mentally we were all ~
over the place, we aJlowed .2
ourselves to beat ourselves."
~
The game was also playing on an ~
·9
asrroturf field which made it faster, g

bl J_Ne Gnnol'
Aaodate Sports Edltcw

Senior Abbey Tyson scored her
career point to move into
third place on Conn's all-time
leading scoring list, as she neued
four goals in the Camels' IG-8 loss
to Holy Cross last Tuesday.
This season, Tyson has been a
scoring machine for the Camels,
scoring 24 goals and adding four
assists in only five games. In
Conn's
wins over Wellesly,
Wheaton, and Amherst, she scored
four,
six, and five goals,
respectively, and added another
five goals in the Camels' 13-1210ss
10Trinity April 2.
Even though Tyson was very
successful last Tuesday, the team
itself suffered a disappointing loss
to Holy Cross and dropped their
record to 3-2 with their season just
under
the
halfway
point.
According
to coach
Anne
Parmenter a big part of the Camels'
l60th

and according LO Parmenter that ~
was also a factor. "It definitely was ]

a different game," she said.
Conn

was having

trouble

~

with

--

-gL
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s
'dafi
l theY ....Kate Milliken covets the ball In the game against Amherst.
•dug themselves In toa - e leila t
the half. Fortunately, the Carnels
were able to stage a comeback early Saturday, April 4, both Norris and Norris] really did a good job and
contributed a lat."
in the second half and close the gap Walker, two of Conn's starting
Norris suffered a sprained ankle
defensive
players,
were
unable
to
to a 5-4 HolyCross lead. But, Conn
and luckily was able to play in the
play
in
the
game
against
Holy
was stopped short as they ended up
game against Bates yesterday.
losing IG-8 and adding a second Cross.
Walker on the other hand, tore the
According
to
co-captain
Kristen
loss to their record.
ACL in her knee and will be out for
Supko
not
having
Norris
and
The loss of co-captain Amy
the season.
Walker
definitel
y
hurt
the
team.
Norris and junior co-captain
In their game against Amherst,
"It
threw
us
off
in
our
Suzanne Walker was also a factor in
Conn blew the Lady Jeffs away
cohesiveness,"
Supko
said.
But,
the Camels' game last Tuesday.
she was quick to add, "the people winning 15-2. Right from the start
Sidelined by injuries sustained
who stepped in for [Walker and the Camels took control and
during Conn's win over Amherst
tart

their game from the s5

dominated the garne. Led by Tyson
who had a total of five goals, Conn
bolted out to a 9-1 halftime lead
and never looked back. They

continued

to

trounce over Amherst

in the second half by adding six
more goals and winning by 13.
According to Supko "Everyone
contributed in that win, offense and
defense. We had just come off of a
loss from Trinity and we were
really fired up to play [Amherst],"

Guadiani represents NESCAC
at' ~at'est'NCAA

Presidenrs"

Commission meeting in Dallas
by Dobby Gibson

Sports Editor

Claire Gaudiani, president of the
college, returned from Dallas last
week after taking part in her ftrsl
meeting as a new appointee to the
NCAA Presidents' Commission. a
body responsible
for passing
regulatory legislation governing
collegiate
athletics.
The
Presidents' Commission consists
of 44 college and university
presidents; 22 from the Division I
level, II from Division II, and II
from Division III. Gaudiani is the
first president from NESCAC to
ever serve on the commission, a
position she is glad to hold.
"My collegues in NESCAC and I
think [it's] good because a lot of our
values are coming to be the values
that a lot of other 'presidents are
looking to consider
as they
reorganize
their relationship
between athletics and academics,"
said Gaudiani at an informal
meeting last week which was also
auended
by athletic director
Charles Luce.

•

c-

The Presidents' Commission is
beginning
to mature
as a
representory body. In 1985-86, the
first years of the Commission, the
legislation and recommendations
that were made were far to sudden
and severe to be widely accepted.
"In the first year, the Presidents'
Commission's
legislation
was
blown right out of the water," Luce
said.
The Presidents' Commission's
maturation over the past several
years has seen it successfully
spearhead moves to increase
student-athlete graduation rates,
promote gender equity in athletic
programs (proposition 3 I), address
welfare
for student-athletes
(proposition 48), and perhaps most
importantly, give the authority
back to the presidents in overseeing
the athletic departments.
In the past, the athletic directors
of major universities were not hired
by the president of the institution,
but rather by alumni boosters and
trustees. There was no oversight of
many programs, resulting in the
abuses that the Commission now is

attempting
to purge from the
system.
Luce described the athletic
~~~:;,sfr~~ ~~:.~~~
~~~,::~;t:
"tail wagging the dog" scenerio.
"Now ... that those big areas are
under control. .. the presidents are
talking about something that's even
more central to Division III and in
fact NESCAC," Gaudiani said.
"And that is focusing on ethics and
developing a set of principals from
which the relationship between
academics
and athletics
will
emerge."
Gaudiani compared the practice
of this new theory of the Presidents'
Commission to the use of the honor
code here at Connecticut College.
Institutions would be certified by
the NCAA after meeting certain
criteria including student-athlete
graduation rates and gender equity
amoung programs, and then would
be expected to abide by a universal
code of ethics.
"This is a panicularly fine time
for NESCAC to be represented,"
Gaudiani said.
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Claire Gaudianl, president of the college, attended the most recent NCAA
Presidents' Commission meeting.
However,
the Presidents'
Comrnision's future isn't exactly
ail roses. It is doubtful that major
abuses in collegiate athletics are
totally under control. Certainly the
recent goings on at UNL V and
other institutions are evidence of
the continuing shady operation of
major
collegiate
athletic
departments.

Furthermore, it is questionable
whether major money making
athletic departments are reaily that

succeptable to change. No matter
what sort of restrictions
the
Commission
attempts
to
implement, many college sports
will continue to exist as minor
leagues for professional sports, and
will therefore be played by athleteathletes, not true student-athletes,
as long as professional sports are
around to feed off them.
Guadiani and the rest of the
Commission will reconvine to
discuss these problems next fall.

Athlete of the Week
/ ABBY TYSON captures this week's Athlete of the Week award. TYSON has been on fire
for the women's lax squad, scoring 24 goals and adding 8 assists in only 3 games. Her
-,recent output put her in third place on the schools all-time scoring list.
,
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